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11.20/0 su rc ha rg e ap pr ov ed fo r sp rin g
By KAREN PENNEY
The University of Missouri
Curators approved a onetime surcharg e of 11.2
percent on student fees, with
a ceiling of $150, for the
spring semester 1982-83. The
surcharg e will help to cover
the recently announced
withholding of 2 percent of
the University of Missouri's
state aDDroDriations.

Earlier in the week Association president at
Presiden t James Olson had Mizzou, and -' Cathy Lally,
proposed a 14.7 percent StuCo president at UMR,
surcharg e. This proposal proposed an across the
would have added $75 for board increase of between
full time Missouri students $53 and $61 for all students,
and $225 for full time out of depending on how much of
state students.
UM's contingency fund could
The out of state tuition of be used. They cited the fact
$225 was felt to be too steep that last year 50 percent of
for these students to raise in the contingency funds were
one
semester .
Jamie held over and this should be
McKenzie, Missouri Studen~
to

This proposal was opposed
by Larry Wines, UM-St.
Louis Student Association
president, because he said it
would be unfair to the 47
percent of UMSL's part-time
students. The curators also
opposed this plan because it
was felt that out of state
students should pay more
than in-state students.
The
curators
compromised with the 11.2
percent increase and the
$150 maximum was added to

help lessen the financial
burden of the out of state
student.
As a consequence, the
incidental fees for the spIing
semester will be $568 from
$510 for undergra duate
Missouri students and $1,680
for out of state students.
Part-time students will pay
according to a percenta ge
formula.
Presiden t Olson did not
say how much the 11.2

percent will raise but that it
alone would not cover the
unexpected $3.2 million cut,
therefore some of the UM
contingency fund will have
to be used.
Cathy Lally commented
that the student association
presiden ts realized that
some type of fee increase
was needed to cover costs
and they were not unhappy
with the outcome of Friday's
meeting.

Qu ad re no va tio ns
By PAT
VAN RYCKEGHEM
The
much
needed
renovations
on
the
Quadrangle are
nearly
completed. About $280,000
was spent on new equipment
and remodeling.
Rayl cafeteria received a
major portion of ' the
renovation, with a new
diswashe r ($50,000), a new

o
o
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soiled-tray removal conveyor belt, a new grill, deep
fat fryers and new .counters
for the beverage equipment.
An elevator connecting the
downstairs with the serving
area is not yet finished.
The laundry and game
rooms beneath Holtman Hall
have also been remodeled.
The major steam lines were
replaced and new washers

and dryers were installed,
along with new flooIing and
new exhaust lines for the
dryers. The income from the
laundry room has more than
doubled since before the
renovations. Also included in
the renovation was the
complete
repainting of
Altman and Holtman halls,
both inside and exterior
trim.

New home for Mines and Metal lurgy ,

Min era l Eng ine erin g Building

Remode led lalIDdry room for the Quad.

By DAVE DONOVAN

Facul ty mem bers have a choic e,

Ne w pa yc he ck op tio n
ByHERA LEEN
SPRENG ER

UMR

faculty

members

will have a new paycheck

option open to them beginning next fall. They will be
able to choose between a
nine-month wage plan and
the present 12-month plan.
Mr. Joe Wollard, head 'of
Administrative
Services,
gave a report on the optiOns
_at a Septemb er meeting of
the
Academic
Council.
Administrative
Services
compiled the report upon
request by the Intercam pus
Faculty Council.
Under the new plan annual
wages remain the same, but
they are divided into nine
payments. Premium s for
medical, accidental death
and dismemberment, and
long-term disability policies
would also be paid over a
nine-mon th period rather
than over 12 months as is

currently the case.
During his report, Mr.
Wollard
gave
specific
example s which pointed out
the fact that though the
monthly income would increase, federal and state
income taxes based on
monthly earnings would also
increase.
Mr. Wollard described the
nine-month plan as a
" prepaym ent of taxes. "
Though the extra taxes paid
might be refunded at tax
time, if you had the money
you could go out and invest it
at the local savings and loan.
But you don't have it. The
governm ent has withheld
it," said Mr. Wollard.
"Though there are places
within the tax brackets that
it could conceivably be
benefiCial, at most places
it's not. ... It becomes a
forced savings plan if you
want to look at it that way. "
But as Mr. Wollard pointed
out, personal preferences
are involved which are not

always based on monetary
factors.
Also for the report, Administrat ive Services took a
survey of about 20 schools
nationwide asking about
their paycheck options. They
found very little consistence.
Fifteen of the schools had
various options and five
didn't. At some which had
options, over half of the
faculty took advantag e of
them, while at others only
very small percenta ges
utilized them.
A meeting is planned for
next spring in which Administrat ive Services will
have a chance to explain the
options in more detail. And,
according to Mr. Wollard,
anyone interested will be
able to hear the specifics on
how they would be affected.
He said, "Each case is
different. It's really just a
personal decision. We'll
bring the facts to each one
that wants to know."

The UMR School of Mines
and Metallurgy's proposed
Mineral
EngineeIing
Building
was
fully
authorized by the Missouri
Legislatu re on September
20, 1982.
Some 21h months after
voters approved Amendment One allowing the state
to sell $600 million in bonds
for capital improvements
and for new facilities, a
conference
committee
comprised of members of
Missouri 's Senate and House
of Representatives produced
a finalized bill which was
then approved by the House,
Senate and Gov. Bond.
The $18 million building
will house five of the six
disciplines of the School of
Mines and Metallurgy, and
will provide facilities long
sought by faculty and
students of the school. The
most needed of these is
laborator y and classroom
space.
Dr. A. Herbert Harvey,
chairman of the departme nt

of petroleum engineeIing,
sees the first advantag es of
the new building as the
chance
to
modernize
facilities and no longer
"borrow" them from the
other departme nts using the
mining building.
The nuclear engineeIing
departme nt awaits the new
building " with equal anticipation, "
says
Dr.
Nicholas
Tsoulfanidis,
departme nt chairman , even
though it is the only
departme nt not to use its
facilities. After eight years
in a building that used to be a
locker room, the nuclear
engineering departme nt will
move to Fulton Hall, which
will be vacated by the
departme nts
of
metallurgical and ceramic

give the school a "positive
outlook," and its departments and "esprit de
corps." Rockaway believes
that the primary advantag e
for the G.E. departme nt will
be the increase of laboratory
facilities, since there are
now only two labs available.
A major
increase in
graduate student research
could be made possible with
the new labs.
The
geology
and
geophysics departme nt's Dr.
Gerry Rupert says that his
departme nt is at great advantage because it is able to
share facilities with and be
classified among related
engineering
disciplines,
when on any other campus it
would be under the administrat ion of the school of
arts and sciences.

engineering. Fulton Hall will
not only enable expansion,
Because
the
geology
but will also provide an
impressive " new image" to departme nt is related to
these engineeIing departintereste d students.
ments, and their students
Dr.
John
Rockaway, take many geology courses,
geological
engineeIing a working interaction is
departme nt chairman , says . achievable and the departthat
the
minerals ments can share space,
engineerirlg building will equipment and costs.

"

Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p.m. and
we will list it in the Activities ~tion of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

TAU BETA PI
Ta u Be ta Pi , national engineering honor sor.iety, will hold a work·
day this Saturday, Oct. 23. Ta u Beta Pi pledges will do yardwork,
painting, e tc., for contributions to the Tau Beta Pi Scholarship Fund.

~CJ)[!)AU

KAPPA SIGMA
Sunday , Oct. 24, 4:30-8 p.m., SPAGHETII DINNER, all·u-can-eat
for only $2.50! ! Garlic bread and drinks provided. At Kappa Sigma
fraternity, 1701 White Columns Drive. Sponsored by Stardusters.
Tickets will be available at the door.

PREREGISTRATION
Preregistration for students now enrolled in school who will he
returning for the 1983 spring semester will run Oct. 25 through Oct. 29.
For further information, see instructions in the front of the spring
schedule of classes which will be available in the registrar's offi ce on
Oct. 21. Students who preregister will be given an opportunity to pay
fees by mail in early December .

JEWISH ORGANIZATION
UMR's Jewish organization will hold its bi·weekly " exchange of
ideas" meeting Thursday, Oct. 21, at 7.: 30 p.m. in the Walnut Room of
the University Center-West.
PHOTO CLUB
The UMR Photo Club will have a meeting Thursday, Oct. 21, a t 7:30
p.m. in the Meramec Room of the University Center·East. The topic
will be developing black and white film .
PI TAU siGMA
Pi Tau Sigma will have a meeting Thursday, Oct. 21 (that's
tonight!) , at 7 p.m. in Room 210 M.E. AIl members are urged to at·
tend. This is the last time to sign up for the field trip to Callaway
Nuclear Power Plant on Friday, Oct. 29.

TRAP AND SKEET CLUB
Two special Remington color films on trap and skeet shooting,
which were taken with an " on the gun" camera, are to be shown in
Room 101 , Electrical Engineering Builcling, on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at
6:30 p.m. by the UMR Trap and Skeet Club.
Revised shooting fees will also be cliscussed at the meeting. Anyone
who is at all interested is strongly urged to attend.
SWE
The Society of Women Engineers will have a meeting on Tuesday,

INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
lllere will be a meeting of the Osage Chapter of the Intercollegiate
Knights in the Mark Twain Room at 7 p.m ., Oct. 21. AIl actives and
pledges please attend.

Oct. 26, at 6: 15 p.m. in Room 117 of the Civil Engineering Builcling.
Steve Bergthold from Chevron's San Francisco office will be the guest
speaker. Memberships will be taken and refresrunents will he served.

UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
1lle UMR Target Pistol Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 21, between
6:30 and 8:30 p.m. 1lle meeting will be heW at the UMR rifle range, in
the basement of the Military Science Building T2. Pistols and targets
are provided by the club and ammunition may be purchased at the
meeting. New members are always welcome!

BETACWSIGMA
The next general membership meeting of Beta Chi Sigma, International Scouting and Guiding fraternity, will be held Tuesday,
Oct. 26, at 6:30 p.m. in Mech. Eng. Room 118. AIl actives and pledges
are encouraged to attend.
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REPUBUCAN PARTY
In three weeks state and national elections are coming. The
Republican Party would like to enlist the help of a couple of dozen
volunteers for these last three weeks. Work involved takes a limited
amount of time. The large majority of you are Republican so why not
insure your philosophies are c;arried out. Please call Karl Burgher at
364-3512, as soon as possible.

h!!!i~~~~~:zr~.
WOEEE
There will be a meeting of the UMR Amateur Radio Club on Monday, Oct. 25, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 101 EE. Anyone interested in
a mateur r adio is welcome to attend.

UMR FILM SERIES
" From Mao to Mozart," clirector Murray Lerner, with Isaac Stern
and the people of China, will be shown in Miles Auclitorium,
Mechanical E ngineering Building, tonight a t 7:30 p.m . Season ticket
or $2.50 at the door.

II!

ASCE
There will be an ASCE meeting Wednesday, Oct. 27, at 7 p.m. in
Room 114 CE o Mr. Ray Tauser from Cantex Industries will speak on
the topiC of plastic as an alternative material.
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What's right about engineering education?
By JENNIFER BARTON

What's
right
about
Engineering
Education;
what's wrong about it? This
was the topic Dr. Alvin D.
Riviera, director of the
National
Institute
for
Resources in Science and
Engineering (RISE), spoke
aboutlast Friday.
Dr. Riviera's speech was
one of the activities . in
conjunction with the first
annual
Advancement
Weekend sponsored by the

UMR student chapter of the
Society
of
Hispanic
Professional Engineers.
In Dr. Riviera's opinion,
there are four major things
that
are
"right with
Engineering Education. "
The first of these is the fact
that university faculties are
keeping up with the ad·
vancements in space industries.
Another is a credit to the
University ' Engineering and
SCience faculties. This is a
result of the great amount of

peoples who come to our
schools in the United States.
And, the hope we give to
other countries, especially
developing nations.
A third thing Dr. Riviera
feels
is
right
with
Engineering Education is
the
professional
organizations on campus.
" These organizations help
by promoting engineering.
They are also helpful since
they
have
lobbies
to
Congress."
The fourth thing right with
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Interesting summer jobs
A chance to earn while you
learn
in
Scandirlavia/ summer
1983:
Training positions for U.S.
engineering students will be
available in Finland or
Sweden during summer 1983
through
the AmericanScandinavian Foundation's
reciprocal
training
are
prograIT'.Assignments
located
with
firms
throughout Finland and
Sweden for eight to 12 weeks
or longer, from May to
September.
Now in its fourth year, the
foundation 's
summer
training
program
is
reciprocal
'American
students are able to work in
Scandinavia ·in their field of
study, while Scandinavian
students enjoy a similar
experience in the United
States under the auspices of
the foundation 's Exchange
Visitor Program. This past
summer (1982) over 80
American
engineering
stUdents were placed in
positions in Finland and
Sweden, while an equivalent
number of Scandinavian
stUdents trained in the
United States with American
firms.
Students receive mcome
from the trainer sufficient to
cover local living costs
during
the
training
assignment; housing is
arranged - usually a studio

or dormitory room. The summer 1983, with some
American
trainee
is previous, related work exresponsible for all travel perience. (Twenty positions
costs, including the trans- in
engineering
were
Atlantic airfare.
available in Finland during
Prerequisites vary with summer 1982.)
country and assignment. In
Training in Sweden: Some
all cases, students must be positions require upper level
majoring in an engineering engineering
coursework
specialty with a minimum and/ or work experience, but
are
manuallyG.P .A. of 2.0 and must be many
U.S. citizens or permanent oriented, with work on
residents. Knowledge of production or assembly lines
Finnish or Swedish is not or in repair workshops, and
necessary
for
most are suitable for engineering
positions. All application fee students who have comof $35 will be required at the pleted at least two years of
time of application from all undergraduate study by
applicants.
summer 1983. (Over 70
Training in Finland: For positions in engineering
most openings, engineering were available in Sweden
students should have at least . during summer 1982. )
years
of
unThe deadline for all apthree
dergraduate
study
by plications is Dec. 15, 1982.

Delightful comedy,

IIHay Fever"
The Missouri Repertory
Theater will present " Hay
F ever," Noel Coward's
madcap of bad manners and
mixed-up romances, at 8
p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28, at
UMR 's Cedar Street Center,
Seventh and Cedar streets.
The play is the fourth
event in UMR's 1982-1983
Campus Performing Arts
Series. It will be directed by
Francis J . Cullinan. the

Missouri
Repertory
Theater's resident director.
The action of the play
revolves around a country
weekend that the illmannered members of the
Bliss family have planned.
E ach member of the family

see
"Hay Fever"
page 4

Engineering Education has
to do with the faculties who
teach in technical fields.
reaching is a sacrifice, since
a l:Jigher salary would be
paid by industry.
" Many teachers are on the
university, getting paid a
reduced rate, to teach so
stUdents
get
a
good
education," Dr. Riviera
commented.
Also covered in Dr.
Riviera's speech were the
things
wrong
with
Engineering Education, of
which he talked about four .
The first of which was the
lack of balanced curriculum.
Dr. Riviera commented,
" Real live problems are not
solved by .calculators or
computers. We need the
humanities. "
Some of the consequences
of this were also spoken
about. One of these was
perpetuating
a
narrow
perspective of the student. It
also manifests a sickness in
society : perpetuation of
racist and sexist attitudes. ·
Dr. Riviera stated, "We
lack a clearly conceived

notion of cultural differences
between people. "
He also stated that, " We,
as educators have failed
ourselves by never fully
developing our potentials as
educators to our full
capacities. "
The second of the things
wrong with the system is the
fact that there is too much
bureaucracy in the faculty.
He stated, " There is too little
time
for
meaningful
dialogue about issues between
educators
and
students. "
A need for the universities
to perpetuate their resources
is the third thing wrong with
the system. Dr. Riviera said,
" Society is moving at a rapid
pace and we are not keeping
abreast of technolOgical
breakthroughs. "
The fourth thing Dr.
Riviera felt was wrong was
that faculties need to work
more closely with the corporate sector.
Another fact Dr. Riviera
touched on was the fact that
the faculty was teaching in
technical fields and lacked
some humanities : teaching
and communications.

Dr. Riviera felt that "even
though teaching is a personal sacrifice, educators
i1ave an obligation to do the
best damn' job they can."
Dr. Riviera also directs
Advancing
Careers
in
Engineering (ACE) and
serves on the Society of
Hispanic
Professional
Engineers, as well as directs
RISE.
Dr. Riviera received his
Ph.D. in higher education
administration
at
the
University of Colorado and
his M.A. in sociology at the
University of Denver. He has
a solid background in
working
with
higher
education institutions. He
has worked with three major
universities :
George
Washington
University,
University of Denver and the
University of Texas-El Paso.
He has served as a consultant in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for
Education. And, during his
employment
with
the
National Research Council,
Dr. Riviera developed an
expertise on the issues
concerning
minority
engineering.

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rollo

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878 '.

Planned 'Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN

UMR student killed in accident
John
McKeague,
a
in
civil
sophomore
engineering at UMR, was '
fatally injured Friday, Oct.
15. He was riding a threewheel Honda ATC when he
lost control of the bike.
John and some of his
brothers from Kappa Sigma
fraternity were riding the

--

bike off Highway HH. John
rode out a back trail and
when he did not return in a
half an hour, they started
searching for him. The ATC
had run off the gravel road
and hit a rock, throwing
John off the bike and into a
tree and barbed wire fence.
He was taken to Phelps
County Regional Medical

Center where he was
pronounced dead.
John graduated from
DeSmet High School is st.
Louis.
A wake was held Sunday at
st.
Clements
Catholic
Church in st. Louis County.
The funeral was held
Monday, Oct. 18, also at St.
Clements.

BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction. NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING . PREGNANCY TESTING and exams. PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSELING on all options : parenthood , adoption, abortion. VENEREAL
DISEASE TESTING. STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals. COUNSELING
on problems related to sexuality and reproduction. EDUCATION, FILMS,
PAMPHLETS.

SERVICES ARE CONfiDENTIAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundamental right of every individual to
decide freely and responsibly when and whether ta have children-is a
reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this
. country was founded.

ROLLA CLiN IC
10328Kingshighway (314)364-1509
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Broadway play IIHay Fever"
lias invited a guest for the
weekend without bothering
to tell the others, There is an
athletic admirer (Or the .
theatrical mother, a silly
flapper for the scholarly
father,
a
dull-witted
diplomat for the daughter
and a sultry socialite for the
son.
A rude reception awaits
these unsuspecting house
guests on Saturday, but it is
only the first of many indignities they will suffer at
the hands of their eccentric
hosts. As the weekend drags
by, the bewildered visitors

are subjected to spiteful
parlor games, mock courtships and situations that
suddenly turn into scenes.
By Sunday all four guests
are so desperate to !!!,cape
that they sneak away into
the pouring rain, unnoticed
by the Blisses, who are left
bickering at the breakfast
table.
When " Hay Fever" first
opened on Broadway in 1925,
Alexander Woollcott, New
York 's most celebrated
critic at the ti me, hailed it as
" one of the most delightful
comedies evolved on the

Classic concert
SOURCE: OPI

Violist Judith Nelson and
pianist Samuel Viviano will
present a varied program of
selections in their concert at
8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 26, at
UMR's Cedar Street Center.
Viviano will open the
program
with
William
Bergsma's
Fantastic
Variations on a Theme from
"Tristan"; the Mazurka,
Recitative and Berceuse
from Escenas Romanticas
by Enrique Granados, and
Valse Brilliante, Op. 34, No.
1 and Scberzo, Op. :!n by
Frederic Chopin.
Nelson will play Bach's
Suite No.3, C Major
(originally for cello).
The two will conclude the
program with a duet, Sonata
in E-flat Major, Op. 120, No.
2 by Johannes Brahms.
The concert is the third
event in UMR's 1982-83
Campus Performing Arts
Series.
Both Nelson and Viviano
are on the faculty at
Memphis State University.
Nelson also is the violist for
the Memphis String Quartet
and will join the New York
Philharmonic in September
1983.

She did her undergraduate
study at the University of
Washington and graduate
work at The Juilliard School.
She has performed extensively as a recitalist and
chamber musician and has
been featured at the Aspen,
Blossom, Bach Aria and
Grand Teton music festivals.
Viviano received B.S. and
M.S. degrees from The
Juilliard School. He made
his Carnegie Recital Hall
debut in 1979, and at that
time, The New York Times
noted
his
"superlative
treatment of :!nth century
repertoire" and his "natural
affinity for the music's
poetic
content"
in
Schumann's
Fantasy.
Before joining the piano
faculty at Memphis State
University, he taught at
Middlebury College, Mt.
and
Holyoke
College
Johnson State College.
Tickets for the concert are
$3 for students and retirees
and $5 for all others. They
are available from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays and after 7
p.m. on the evening of the
concert at the Cedar Street
Center Box Office. For
further information, contact
the box office at 364-8066.

Tau Beta Pi workday
The UMR chapter of Tau
Beta P i, the national
engineering honor society,
will hold a workday on
Saturday, Oct. 23 , from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. this is a project
undertaken to raise money
for the chapter's Freshman
ScholarShip Fund.
The work crews will be
available between 8 a. m. and

English stage ... it is gay,
shining and devastating." .

from pag'e 3
Tickets for the play are $5
for students and retirees and

~

for all others. They are
available at the Cedar Street

Center Box Office, from 8
a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays.

Sigma Chi Mu's community project,

Help for Schuman Park
On Oct. 17, 1982, members
and pledges of Sigma Chi Mu
fraternity at UMR participated in the chapter's
first community service
project organized and implemented totally by the
fraternity. The project involved
renovation
and
maintenance work on the
tennis/ basketball courts in

were
repaired.
Schuman Park. This project courts
was chosen in an attempt to Cracks in the cement were
aid the Rolla Parks and cleaned and resealed. Tennis
. court lines were repainted
Recreation Department in
and the nets repaired.
total renovation of the
Basketball
goals
were
Schuman Park facilities.
removed for repair and
A variety of chores was
repainting. The hoops will be
organized and performed to replaced in the near future.
provide
an
improved Weed pulling and a general
facility.
Fencing
and cleanup were also included
woodwork surrounding the
in the project.

to

Sigma Chi Mu would like
thank Ken Kwantes,

director of the Parks and
Recreation Department for
the city of Rolla.
provided tools, materials
and time to aid in the
project. Everyone is encouraged to take advantage
of these courts before winter
weather hits.

E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem'solvers.
Guglielmo Marconi was
able to see communications revolutionized by his development
of the first successful system of
radio telegraphy - the wireless .
His first experimental transmissions were no more than a few
feet . But, within a quarter of a
century, he had advanced his
system to the point that a radio
message sent from England
could be received in Australia .
E-Systems scientists and
engineers continue to expand
the technology he began. Today,
communications equipment
designed and developed by
E-Systems engineers is used
extenSively around the world for
line-of-sight or satellite communications , digital communications
and applications requiring micro-

processor-based teleprinters ,
tactical radios and microminiature HF, VHF and UHF equipment.
In addition to communications . E-Systems engineers are
solving many of the world 's
toughest problems in antennas,
data acquisition , processing ,
storage and retrieval systems
and other systems applications for
intelligence and reconnaissance .
Often, the developed systems
are the first-of-a-kind.
For a reprint of the Marconi
illustration and information on career opportunities with E-Systems

in Texas , Florida. Indiana. Utah ,
and Virginia , write : Dr. Lloyd K.
l:auderdale, Vice President
Research and Engineering ,
E-Systems, Inc., Corporate
Headquarters, P. O. Box 226030,
Dallas, Texas 75266.

Ii E-~~~~~~:
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5 p.m. on Oct. 23 for any job
you want done, at any pr ice
which you wish to pay. Any
type of job will be tackled,
and finished.
To secure a work crew, or
for
more
information,
simply call Dave Carl at 3640876 a fter 4 p. m., or Bill
Pulse at 364-6744 from 4;-6
p.m.

WilliAM Y. STOECKER, M.D.
announces the open ing of his offic e
fo r the practi ce of

~

Dermatology and
Dermatologic Surgery
Phelps County Medical Center
1100 West Tenth Street
Office Hours By Appt.
Telephone 314/364-D122

Our Greenville Division will be on campus interviewing October 29.

~"~-----------------------------------------------------------... ~
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For the students
By HEIDI FLUEGEL

The Board of Curators met
on Oct. 14 and 15. Several
financial
matters were
discussed with a decision
reached on the student
surcharge and a date for
discussion set on the
engineering supplemental
fee .
Because of Gov. Bond
withholding an additional 2
percent or $3,400,918 from
the
university'S
1982-83
appropriation, a surcharge
of 14.7 percent was proposed
for the spring semester. This
would have been a $75 increase for a full-time
Missouri student and a $225
increase for an out-of-state
resident. The Board of
Curators enacted an 11.2
percent surcharge instead of
the 14.7 percent for the 1983
spring semester, with a

agic of the mind
By JANET JANSEN
Here is an act that will put
ou to sleep! AI James, a
ightclub magician and
ypnotist from the Chicago
rea, will be appearing
nday, Oct. 22, at 8 p.m. in
entennial Hall.

Mr. James uses VOlunteers
from
the audience to
demonstrate a "magic of the
mind. " The human mind is
the most marvelous creation
in the universe. If used
properly its capabilities are
practiciilly
limitless.
However only a small

maximum of $150 for anyone
student. With this adoption
Missouri full-time students
will pay $57.12 and out-ofstate residents will pay $150.
The remaining amount of
$108,918
will
be
accommodated by contingency
funds .
The engineering supplemental fee proposal will
be discussed at the next
curators' meeting. The $10
per
engineering
credit
hour proposal will be the
point of discussion. (This
proposal will be accessible to
the student body in the next
week.)
The
students'
reaction to the supplemental
fee increase can be seen by
the results of the referendum, which had 22 percent of
the student body participating. The results are as
follows :
1. Do you feel that the
faculty a,nd their salaries
need to be improved on the
UMR campuses?
No response - 23

fraction of this potential is
generally used. Hypnosis is a
method of tapping this
tremendous power.
AI James' entertainment
is in a class of its·own. Plan
to attend, and if you dare pariicipate. The SUB Social
Committee event is free of
charge.

Yes-52%
No - 48%
2.
Do
you
feel
knowledgeable about the
supplemental fee?
No response - 11
Yes-65%
No - 35%
3. Are you in favor of the
supplemental fee issue?
No response - 30
Yes - 7%
No-93%
4. Would you be in favor of
a supplemental fee of the
same amount ($43 per credit
hour) if you knew the money
was spent for better faculty
and staff salaries at UMR
specifically?
No response - 18
Yes-15%
No-85%

5. Would you be in favor of
a supplemental fee of a
lesser amount if you knew
the money was spent to
better faculty and staff
salaries and equipment at
UMR specifically?
No response - 28%
Yes-48%
NO-52%

"Liberty
means responsibility.
Thats wh~ ~t men
dread it. -.- _

Next year It's up to you. Only

•

you can dectde. Find out how
easy It Isto

Fidcli!),

UnionLife

begin our college plan.
chooenby
more seniors

than any othe< . Call.aday.
36~·5268.

Quality Cleaners
Expert cleaning
108 W. 7th Street

Reasonably Priced
Rolla, MO 65401

FREE T·SHIRT
With purchase of any large Deep Dish
Pan PIZza with coupon below!

t81. ,ats 11acts
By)IIKE SIMMS
Are you looking for
;omething to do with a
.ypicaJly dull Thursday
light? If you are, then come
HI out to the St. Pat's Benefit
~ovle tonight. You can take
lour favorite gal out for only
IS cents. Where else can you
>eat this deal? 1be movie
llis year is the rock 'n' roll
:lassic "1be Kids Are
\!right" featuring 1be Who.
:0 addition three Three
;tooges shows will be
lresented. The movie will be
It the Uptown Theater with
;hows at 7 and 9:45 p.m. If
IOU don't have your ticket
let don't worry, there will be
llenty available at the door
'or only $1. So come on out
md have a good time at a
:eal bargain price.

k:::2~~

Don't forget, float entries
or the 1983 St. Pat's Parade
tre to be turned in at 3:30
l.m. Nov. 8, at AEPi. This
lear's theme is Engineering
It'onders of the World. Only
5 entries will be accepted so
Ie sure to turn them in on
ime. This is the biggest St.
'at's Parade in the state, so

be sure your organization is
pari of it. If you have any
questions,
contact
Joe
Schuster at 364-7176.
Did you know ... ?
In the spring of 1907, a
crowd gathered at the corner
of Eighth and Pine streets in
Rolla, Mo., and heard news
of a celebration being staged
the
University
of
on
Missouri-Columbia campus.
The celebration was supJlOSedly !JUt on by the

engineers of Mizzou every
year since 1903. An invitation
was extended to the Missouri .
School of Mines to send a
delegate to Columbia to
witness the ceremonies. As a
result, they chose ~. H.
Bowels to be their delegate
and collected $16.06 to send
him to watch the festivities
and return to Rolla with a
report on how it was so
something could be started
here. And so it was.
1Iio,

r------- - ----,

II Christopher
Jewelers I
Diamonds and Watches
I

~

L~:~i:~~~~~~_ 3~-2,26~_J

•••••••••••••••••••••••
STUDENT ROOMS FOR RENT
Private for Men
Across the str. .t from the University Cent.r Eost.

Rent Includes: -Water & Electric
-Air conditioning
-Electric heat
-Carpet
See at
-Private entrance
1104
-Jocks for telephone &
N . Rollo St.
coble TV (optional)

FREE T·SHIRT COUPON •

•
•
J
n:--------------------------:J
For pizza out its Pizza Imi:

•
•
•
•

This coupon entitles the bearer to a free Pan Pizza T-Shirt with purchase
of any large Deep Dish Pan Pizza
Offer good while supplies last. Not good with any other offer.
•

Highway 63 at PiDe Rolla 364-4544

•
•
•
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First impression is

By BARB THOMAS
Interviewing is a very
important step for a successful job hunt. In the interview, prospective employers match the image
they have of you on paper
against how you come across
in person. During the interview, the employer, along
with
noting
your
qualifications and past
experience, will also be
looking closely at your
personal qualifications and
how you handle yourself in
person.
Besides
technical
qualifications, the face-toface communication during
the interview is probably the
best way for the employer to
determine how you will fit
into {he position. The in-

Key to job interview

terviewer knows the people
in the work group and will
try to determine if you will
interact with the group
favorably.
Minor details such as a
firm handshake and direct
eye contact can help
demonstrate the message of
confidence you have in
yourself and in your ability
to do the job. The way you
speak is another reflection of
your personality and the
amount of confidence you
have. Speak up and show an
interest in the questions
being asked. Giving positive,
direct answers will help
communicate that you are
the right person for the
position. The interview also
gives you a chance to
demonstrate many of the

skills that you claim to have.
By communicating effectively, you could be
showing
your
communication skills. Being
attentive
and
"playing
back" on what you hear
could indicate that you are a
good listener. Finally, taking
initiative throughout your
conversation could show that
you do have initiative.
Try to make the interview
seem more like a natural
conversation. The more
natural it is the more
relaxed you and the in-

VAN RYCKEGHEM

The 1982 Military Ball is
being held this Saturday,
Oct. 23, at 8:30 p.m., in the
National Guard Armory on
Fairground Road.
Tickets are $3 per person
or $5 per couple. Panhellenic
representatives are selling
tickets in their member
organizations. RHA, MHA
and
T.J.
also
have
representatives
selling
tickets.
Tickets
are
available at the Hockey
Puck on campus and also at
Tech Engine Club. Tickets

get

the

information you

need.

One technique that the
interviewer might use is to
go from general questions to
more specific questions.
This is a way to get the interviewer to describe a
situation as if it were actually happening to you, thus
allowing the interviewer to
see how you think and how
you would react. The belief
is that you would probably
handle a similar situation in
pretty much the same way
once you :-vere hired. As you

will be sold at the door for $4
per person or $6 per couple.
All students are invited to
this year's ball, which has
the theme "Indian Summer."
The 399th Army Band from
Fort Leonard Wood will
provide music for dancing
until 2:30 a.m.
The UMR military science
department is putting an
enormous amount of work
and preparation into this
event, which is for the entire
campus. It will probably be
the biggest dance for
students all year so get your
tickets and come join the
fun.

summer I

rrhehous
comicall~
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One of

When you started school. you
decided right then and there
. that you wanted to do something different-something with
challenge . something that
would take you as far as you
cou ld go . It seems that we have
something in common .
because when we got into the
oil business, we set the same
goals. and now we're meeting
them . We need innovative.
energetic people like you to
p ropel us into the 21 st century.

Send some fun
with a few strings attached.

wall
364-3161

Send some fun with special ~ .core.
@ Regisrered Trademark of FloriSTS ' Tronsworld Delivery AssocioTion .

describe your actions Ill!
thoughts, be aware of WIlat
. values you are also e~
to the interviewer. Try ~
show that you carefully
consider
many
faclor!
before you act in a situatlut
To best prepare for II
interview, write out a
variety of questions that Y«Ii
think you might be asked.
Then write out an answerftt
each question or role-play
the interview with a fr\eQ[
All of this could help you ~
be more prepared and 1110!!
relaxed for your interview.

YourChonce
For Distinction'
Not Extinction!

'82 Ball
By PAT

terviewer will be. After you
have answered a question,
ask one. Make it open-ended
so it cannot be answered
with a simple "yes" or "no. "
This wiil make the interview
flow more like a natural
conversation.
Give the employer the
impression that you are also
discriminating. Ask the
interviewer about your
criteria for selection of the
position. The interview is not
only for the employer and if
you make it for both of you,
you will look better and also

Jeff Rulz
Division Recruiting
Coordinator
Getty 011 Company
Central Exploration.
Production Division
P.O. Box 3000
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102

(918)560-6307

Setty
Getty Oil Company

If you're interested in a fullfledged career as a
GEOLOGIST, GEOPHYSICIST,
RESERVOIR ,ENGINEER,
PETROLEUM ENGINEER OR
LANDMAN, contact our
representative on campus.
October 25th. 26th & 27th. or call
collect or write to us TODAY.
Both tutl -time and summer
positions are available.
Getty is a company that sets no
limits on its employees . We
allow you and your work to
achieve the title "distinctive"and frankly. that's a word we like
to hear.
An 'equal opportunity employer,

mi t.
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Not just an ordinary cat
By MATrHEWD.
ANGOVE
Norma sat on the bed and
wept. She had been crying
for hours on end it seemed,
but she just couldn't stop.
Her long, fine hair hung in
matted strands at the gentle
arc of her shoulder ; all dark
and greasy, much needing a
washing. Her face rested in!
her hands, damp from tears,
and jerked spasmodically
with every labored breath
she drew.
.
All afternoon she had tried
to forget.
But she couldn't. She knew
that tonight it was her turn ...
and then she would forget...
as she died.
A month ago her family
had led almost an idyllic
life: a strong, supportive
husband - a highly successful sales representative
- who provided a beautiful
home and enough money to
keep their three growing
children in Garanimals.
They
had
a
german
shepherd, King ; and a longhaired calico cat, Cotton.
All three children, Sally,
Jeff, and Wes, were in
school, so they had been
home very little since the
summer recess had ended.
The house seemed almost
comically empty and cold.

The high-pitched screams
from Sally, the youngest,
were now replaced by the
static-filled audio signal
fr om the television7
That was about all she did
during the day: watch T .V.
with Cotton by her side,
scratching the feline's fluffy
neck. She'd mangle a couple
of hot dogs or hamburgers
for lunch and then feed the
dog . and the cat. If she
couldn't find a neighbor
home in the afternoon to talk
to, then she would return to
" Days of Our Lives" or
" Guiding Light" , with a
generous supply of cookies
and a tall, cool glass of milk.
The kids would come home
about three and they 'd go out
to play. John would be home
from work at about five, and
then dinner, followed by bed. '
A1Jd that would be a day.
It was on one of those
typical days when things
started gOing wrong. She had
sent the kids off to school and
then had gone to turn the
washing machine on. The
machine was in the garage,
so she had to walk through
the living room. " I guess I
could turn the T .V. on while
I'm in the room," she
thought. A flick of a Switch
and a step later, the
television roared to life.

Cotton stationed ' herself on
the couch a minute later and
r ested her head on her front
paws.
There was a " Meow Mix"
commercial
on.
Cotton
watched it with apparent
interest.
"So good," the commercial said, " cats ask for it
by name."
A couple of minutes later,
Norma came in with a
handful of clothes from the
dryer. " Anything good on,
Cotton ?" she asked, knowing
full well that cat couldn't
respond with an intelligible

answer. The cat only turned
its head and issued a short,
muffled " Mrrow. "
End, in effect, of conversation .
L ater, as she put the
dishes of food down for both
pets, they hungrily attacked
i t. King devoured his quickly
and then began slurping his
water dish.
The
mutt
managed to get a li ttle in his
mouth
before
Norma
realized that the dog had
watered the floor again.
And, seeing the woman
approach - and hearing that
inflection in her voice as she

said " King!" - he made a
shot and was outside via the
dog door. That animal instinct. .. they know when they
are in trouble.
But Cotton was oblivious to
all of this. She had eaten
little of her food, and now sat
and watched the woman
clean up the mess that the
•
dog had made.
"Pretty messy dog, huh?"
Norma asked the feline. The
cat responded normally.
" Why aren't you eating?
A re you not feeling good?"
She felt the cats nose : cool
and damp. No circles under

its eyes: no dialated pupils.
Just not hungry, I guess.
But Norma didn 't hear the
cats response as she left the
room. ~ t was a 'meow' of
sorts, but more gutteral. It
sounded thick... like it was
full of short 'o's. It wasn't a
cat sound.
It was like.. like 'blood'.

see
Cats
page 9

SUMMER

~ENGINEERING
CAN BEGIN
YOUR BRIGHT NEW FUTURE

IIReal Profs"
By MIKE STRODER

One of the more interesting books out now is
" Real Men Don't Eat
Quiche," in which the author
relates some of the qualities
of " Real Men." A friend of
mine suggested that this
principle
applied
to
as
well.
professors
Therefore, I present to you
excerpts from my forthcoming novel, " Real Profs
Don't Gi ve Partial Credit ,"
which will soon be appearing
in your local bookstore
($14. 95 in paperback. Be
sure to watch for it so you
can beat the massive cr owds
that will be stampeding to
the bookstore for their
copies.)
A " real prof" doesn't give
test scores with averages
over 20. If a " real prof"
should happen to slip and
give an easy test, the scores
will be scaled down accordingly.
"Real profs" use the
stairway method of grading
papers.
(The
stairway
method is as follows : The
prof throws the test down the
stairs and the ones that fall
the farthest get an A, the
next farthest a B, etc. This
method has been disputed,
however. Opponents usually
attack the basic assumption
of the stairway method,
which states that the total

mass of the test is directly
proportional
to
the
knowledge transmitted. )
" Real profs" share at
least two of the following
distinctive characteristics:
1. At least 90% baldness.
2. Strange beards.
3. Either an intolerable
. monotone
or
an
incomprehensible accent.
4. Undecipherable handwriting.
5. An uncontrollable urge
to crack jokes that Henny
Youngman wouldn 't touch.
"Real
profs"
firmly
believe that pop quizzes
build character .
When designing tests,
"real
profs"
use
the
following rule of thumb: If
they can finish their test in
three hours, you can finish it
in one.
" Real profs" can only be
found when you aren 't
looking for them .
" Real profs' " lectures
cover one thing, the required
book (s) cover something
else and the tests involve
neither one.
These are just a few of the
multitude
of
exciting
revelations in "Real Profs
Don't Give Partial Credit. "
Remember to look for it, but
really beware of a novel that
is in the planning stages the rebuttal written by the
faculty of UMR - "Real
Students Don't Read Textbooks."

A moco Production Company (U SA ), one o f the nat io n 's lead ing producers of oi l and
natural gas, has summer posit ions for enginee ring student s. Our summer engineering
train ee program can begin your bri ght new f uture by exposi ng you to both field
operations and engineering proj ects . We have t wo t yp es of pos iti ons availa b le :

ROUSTABOUT
(Engineer Trainee)
You w i ll work pr imari ly in the fie ld, becom ing famil iar with the operat ions, equip·
ment, and peop le involved in productio n.

SR. PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIST
(Engineer Trainee)
Y ou wi ll work in one of our dist ri ct or divisio n off ices on an engineer ing st aff and w i n
be assi gned one or more projec t s during the summer. Pri o r roustab out expe rience and
three yea rs of engineering stu dies are required.
Ch eck w it h your Placement Offic e for more informa t ion.

l~

~T"

AMOCO
~,~

Amoco Production Company (USA)

Amoco Wi ll be

A Su bsid ia ry of St andard Oi ! Compa ny ( !nd .1

In t er view ing on campus

A n Equal Opport u nity Employ er M / F . H / V

November 2, 3 and 4
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Sioux,
Even though the public recognition isn't there, we'll always know.
that we won the double's racquethall tourney. Congratulations!
Carol
P.S. A better roommate never existed.
The SOSFU will meet regularly during the rest of the semester. All
qualified sophomores please attend.
D.S. - E.C.
For Sale: Rally Supreme Ping Pong table, complete with net and
paddles. Folds for easy storage. Good condition, $35. Call AI at 3641875.
For Sale : HP-41 Memory Module, $lB, 364-1217 ask for Craig.

Sir Weaselot,
Double Trouble Inc. would like to inform you of its merger with the
Sandy Sue Company. Please send further correspondence to Don't
A.S.K. Inc. You know the reSt!
.
Sincerely
Don't ASK Inc.
Happy Birthday
To Org. I and lliab students,
Check for Murine contamination in the HCL.
LiluraF.,
Happy birthday, you silly girl! Just think, now you can buy beer in
Iowa: Thanks for being my friend.

JB
To the TKE '82 Doubles Racquetball Team,
Thank you for your congratulations. It is true tbat many people
were unimpressed with my play, Just as I was. But to say that I win
because I play against weak opponents is not true. Who has beaten
both the first- and second-place finishers in this year's singles tournament? Who is the only student who entered in Vesse\l's tournament
in the " A" division? You guessed It, It Is I.
In regards to my whining and heing a crybaby, if I was cheating in a
game against you, wouldn't you point this out to the referee? Why then
when I point out your cheating ways Is It termed whining and being a
crybaby?
Doubles Racquethall Champion
P.S. Just remember that even when I play terrible I still play well
enough to beat you.
Hey Rolla Paula,
Wha t else can we say except " Happy Birthday you fool." Who else
would have their 20th on the 20th with 20? We love ya!
Heart Break Hotel Annex
Cathy D.,
The moments we spend together are not measured in time ..
But in timeless moments.
Thanks for a great two weeks.

EdgarJ.,
If you are interested in dropping by for a drink - speak up, otherwise you won't be invited.
If you don 't appreciate quality by now, that is your problem and
your loss !
BillC.,
It's like this, please wash, change, burn, disinfect or defumigate
your blue shorts, but preferably send them back to Kirksville where
they carne from.
Holding our noses,
TJ Sixth Floor
P.S. What died in your room?
Tell a man that there are over 300 billion stars in the universe and
he'll believe you - but teJI a man that .there is a superior synthetic
lubricating oil that will replace petroleum oil and he' Il call Energy
Consultants, 364-5359.
(Sam Wood)
Dear All. Gator,
From reading your previous classified, I decided that I had better
come to you. I have an allergic reaction to the sight of pink and green.
To me, "Mummy" Is nothing but an old Egyptian. The only alligator I
can relate to is on " Wild Kingdom."
What does this mean? What could be wrong with me? Or should I
ask - What Is right with me? What should I do?
Signed,
lzodHater
Attention UMR Druids:
Who will be the flrst to "sacrifice" a virgin at UMR-Stonehenge?
Are you a good liar? A UarIHumorous Story I Joke Contest Is being
held on FrIday, Oct. 29, starting at 11:30 a.m., and there Is no entry
fee. 1bere Is a five-mtnute time llmlt on each entry and there will be
prizes for each of the three divisions. So, come out to the Hockey Puck
and see how good you are compared to others. Sign-up Ilsts are
starttng Dow at the Reservations Desk In the University Center-West.
Anyone can enter.

Giant Pizza Special
Free pitcher of soft drink of your
choice with the purchose of a
giant pizza. We now also carry
ch_s.ecake . .

nm's

Hwy. 63 & Olive
Phone 3U-8661

IIMmes
-pizza

Top bunk for rent. No closet space. Limited refrigeration. Close to
campus. Split $75.00. Reply to S. in Miner classified
The campus is getting hot - only one more week until Sig Ep's
annual Halloween costume party!
In order to help the University of Missouri-Rolla improve the
quality of its teaching staff and thereby improve its academic standing, Horiwntal Stripe Statistical Research Services has designed the
following questionnaire to help teachers evaluate their teaching
methods and abilities and to pinpoint their weaknesses:
Start with 92 points (no UMR professor could rate better than a 92).
Subtract the given number of points for each " yes" answer. You have
10 minutes to complete this quiz.
(40)
1. Do you teach or have you ever taught on videotape?
Light (0)
2. Do you have an acce nt?
medium (2)
oriental (6)
3. Do you use the same examples that are in the textbook?
,
(5)
Do you insist that students come to class even thougb. you do use the
same examples that are in the book?

Eric, would you please! !! stop wearing that mirror on your glasses
in class. It looks stupid and is annoying! ! !
Signed, two annoyed students
Hey " Safety" John of Redheads International,
I. Fact - Redheads (not blondes) have more fun!
2. Fact - Redheads have not fiery tempers but fiery passions.
3. Fact - Redheads are unique, creative, intelligent, warm and
beautiful human beings in a class all by themselves.
A fellow female redhead
P .S. How does one become a member of Redheads International?
For Sale: Opal, diamond, amethyst and garnet rings and necklaces.
If interested, call 364-7055.
.
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(6)

R.B.

We now deliver
Friday. Saturday & Sunday Nights.

Anyone with information on Cambridge Diet supplies in this area
please call Nancy at 364-1373.

4. Are you frequently absent during your office hours?
(3)
5. Is the class average below 68 on more than one test each semester?
(9)

'Thisii

6. Do you use an overbead projector so you won't have to exert
yourself at the chalkboard?
.

of articl

lbeedi

(6)

7. Do you fail to prepare a lecture ahead of time?
(6)
B. Do you make it to classon time fewer than 3 daysoutof7?
(3)
9. Do you spend more than 30 percent of class time quizzing, testing,
and roli taking?
(5)

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

364-3214

(3)
Now figure your score. Figure it again, and subtract an additional 2
points if you made a simple arithmetic error when you figured it the
first time. If you got a lousy score and if you curve your students
grades when they get a lousy score, you may now curve your score
based on a high score of 92.
Now rate your score :
82-100 - You are obviously a grad student, but don't worry, you'll
soon get the hang of teaching at UMR.
76-B1 - You are a fair teacher and well above average.
53-75 - Teaching is taking time away from your valuable research.
41-52 - Get into real-esta~.
lHIO - Get a job as a shoe salesman, Frank.
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Hey Actives of Sigma Chi Mu,
Prepared to die Friday at the football game? Better bring pads so
ya don't get hurt!
Signed Pledges

organiza
any

CUITicul:
Wean

Wanted: A ride to Columbus, Ohio, for Thanksgivtng Break - will
help with gas. Call Brad at 364-8115.

Dear Don,
ThIs past year has been the best ever!
To the·next 60 years together - cheers!
Iloveyou!

Sherri
Happy 21st Birthday - Jenny and Pat!
From your favorite roommates.

Faulkner' 5 Beverage
&

Mini Mart

Rolla's Coldest Beer
Ice-Gas-Snacks
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WINES

364 .. 6762
1808 N. Bishop (across from Sambos)
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10. Do your studen~ refer to you as "Uncle"?

Happy Birthday J. Mike D. How's business been lately? Are your
services.free on your B-Day?
&-I-A of A.G.A.
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Discover the HP-IIC Advanced Scientific
Programmable. For quick answers to your
problems in science, math. or engineering.
depend on its:
Programming Capability
Extensive Scientific Function Set .
Continuous Memory
Rugged Construction

o
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'Ibis traveling trophy will be awarded to the
organization contributing the most money to the
UMR/United Fund Campaign which starts Nov. 1. For
more info, contact SUe at 341-4295.

Norma woke as soon as
she heard the noise. It was a
loud, crashing sound, from
the garage. It woke her like a
slap - like a slap that could
wake the dead.
In the garage, there was a
pile of assorted tools and
gardening stuff,
fishing
tackle, the sort, all on the
floor. It had once been on the
shelves that, likewise, had
once been on the wall. She
shook her head, turned and
walked into the house. Jeff
could put it away when he
got home.
Norma went to get the
belt... then she would go to
find the dog.
But it hadn't been the dog.
If she had looked a little
more closely, she would
have seen the grey-brownwhite fluff of the cat's tall
between the lawn mower and
the trash cans. She could
have
walked
up
and
smacked that cat out of eight
of its nine lives. She could
have seen that it was eating.
It was eating the butchered
remains of some of the fish
that the man had caught.

The Fourth Estate

95
,(

This is the first in a series
of articles being written by
the editorial staff of the
Miner
to
explain
the
workings of the Miner and
how it relates to the student.
In the following weeks an
article will be written by
each of the editors (news,
features, sports, etc.) to
explain the workings of each
of their sections. This article
is intended to give an
overview of the complete
paper.
The Miner is one of three
medias allowed under the
UMR Board of Publications.
The paper is written and
edited
by
engineering
students and is a campus
organization, independent of
any
department
or
curricula.
/
We are paid for by student
fees, which cover salaries
and operating costs of the
staff, and by advertising
revenues, which pay for
publication
costs.
Since
printing costs are determined by advertising it
determines the size of the
pa~r we can afford to run
each week.
The staff consists of approximately 40 students
divided into five staffs. The
four staffs of news, features,
sports
and
photo
are
responsible for what ts
printed in their section each
week. Each staff is headed
by an editor who sets
editorial
policy,
along
guidelines from the editor,
by which they assign stories
and accept articles. The fifth
staff is advertising which
handles local and national
ads.
Il
These staffs come under
the direction of the editor

and managing editor who
also handle the comments
section.
We feel the purpose of the
paper is to inform and entertain the student. It says it
in the banner, "For the
Students of UMR. " This
series of articles is an effort
to improve student relations
with the paper, make it more
informative,
entertaining
and controversial, by informing the students of how
we operate. We are paid, in
part, by student fees and
appreciate hearing from our
readers. Any story ideas,
letters to the editor, or
constructive crticism is duly
appreciated. Though we

cannot promise to print
everything
submitted
because we receive a great
deal more information than
we can use, we give any
serious
submission
due
consideration and try to
print the things we feel are of
greatest interest. However,
even if something is not
printed it gives us information on what is of interest to our readers and
influences what is printed. If
you wish to submit anything
we have a box in the Rolla
Building and meetings at 9
p.m. every Monday. We
would like to hear from you!
Rich Bee
Editor in Chief

from page 7
The stuff he saved to 'use for
bait. It was a mushy ooze, a
dark crimson color. It
smelled of death.
Hardly what an ordinary
cat would trade "Tender
Vittles" for. But Cotton was
no ordinary cat .. . she
watched
television.
She
learned from commercials.
But what human would
believe a cat walking up and
asking for a K. C. strip steak,
very, very rare, with a side
of sardines?
No one with a lick of sense,
anyway. Nope, humans had
to be shown by example.
They had to have demonstrations before they would
understand. Demonstrations
that were clear and'concise,
so that the answer would be

clear them.. . intelligible...
so they would feel it hit home
with them all at once, like a
safe hitting them on top of
the head from tbe roof of the
World Trade Center.
Jeff came home at threethirty and commenced to
straighten out the junk in tbe
garage. When he found the
mess by the trash cans he
cleaned it up and chalked the
deterioration to tbe flies. A
swarm of the insects buzzed
about the remains in a
like
miniature
frenzy,
buzzards circling the kill. He
hated flies: they always
bothered him in the humidity
of a non-air-conditioned
classroom.
By six, all was done. The
mess in the garage was back

in a vague semblance of
order.
Jeff was
busy
sweeping out tbe broken
glass from several assorted
jars; a myriad of shapes and
sizes, all shiny, attractive.
Like they were inviting you
to touch them. .. touch me,
reach out and pick me up
and watch me slash your
finger open ...
... As his fatber pulled into
tbe driveway, Jeff was
bleeding all over tbe cement.
"Jeff, what happened?" His

see
Cats
page 10

r---------COUPON---------.,

II

SANDWICH GALLERY
Buy l sandwich or salad, get next one of less or
equal value at

I

Price

I
II

I

I
1/2
I
Good thru October, 1982
I
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _813
P~ne Street
I
_ COUPON. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
L. 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday I
c=a.

':

~~!fi[~!i~y~!~~

8 Oz. C~uck ......... $2.79
6 Oz. Rlbeye .......... 3.07
7 Oz. Ham Steak ·........3.02
8 Oz. Filet ............. 3.65
10 Oz. Top Sirloin ...... 5.00
12 Oz. K.C. Strip ....... 5.96
U12 Oz. T-Bone ......... 6.92

[

~

n

~ G&D STEAK HOUSE
L
Includes Potato or French
Fries & Texas Toast

n

Chicken Fried Steak ... $2.30
Catfish Squares ........ 3.03
Chicken .............. 3.35 ~
Shrimp ............... 3.95
Spaghetti ............. 2.60
Ravioli ............... 2.60 ~
Hamburger & Fries ..... 1.92
Fish & French Fries ..... 1.92
Ham Sandwich & Fries .. 1.92 ~

U

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAl.

.

tc:::::=I..

-..

~r~~.:_~a:.~~week
Forum Plaza Shopping_center_j

'4tc:::::=1tc:::::=1tc::::::>C te:::::::::>C te:::::::::>C

The Diehl.Montgomery
Student Finance Plan

(The Originator of the Student Finance Plan in this Area)
11 .9 % Financing Now Available
On all 1982 Escorts, Lynx, T·Birds, XR7s, LN7s and EXPs.
The student finance plan allows the students upon approved credit's and job,
to buy a new car with nothing down and payments of $50.00 per month until
you are on the job. This plan is not new. DiehfMontgomery has sold over
1OOO-new cars and trucks to graduating students this way. See us for the
details. Also you can use your own insurance or ours.
This allows the graduating student to have a new car before he graduates
when he really needs it.
. ,
"This is a special discount program for students. We y-.'ill be glad t~ quote' y6u
a price on any Ford lincoln Mercury product."
.

~~------------------------------------------~--------~~
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father panicked and charley·
horsed his knee ' on the
bumper of the car getting to
him. John was thinking .. .
pressure, handkerchief over
wound. Reassure the victim ... Jeff began screaming
hysterically. 'Oww.. . Oh,
Dad, it hurts. .. oh, it hurts
soooo bad, Dad! ..
" Come on, we have to
wash this off. I think you'll
have to get some stitches...
As the two men went inside, followed by Norma who
had been there in a flash
when the screaming started,
Cotton slipped outside. She
walked an irregular path
around the fragments, and
came up next to the dark,
circular blotches marring
the sun-bleached drive. She
bent and sniffed.. that
animal instinct... they know
what's food.
Later, after the hospital,
and dinner at one of those
sleazy drive-in's, they were
home .. . it was late.
The kids had gone to bed ...
John was asleep on the LayZ,Boy, he had been watching
television.
Norma
was
reading in the bedroom.
Cotton had been playing
with the strands of string
that decorated the perimeter
of the bedspread, when all of
a sudden she just stopped.
She stopped dead, and just
rolled over. Norma saw this
and bent over to see if it was
okay.
Her heart was beating ...
fast. Oh, I hope she's not
dead. Her fingertips just. ..
about... there ...
... Cotton rolled over and
looked into the woman's
eyes: it was cold ... like what
one would expect to see if
they looked at a vampire.
" Mawg... Mawg." The cat
said. It was irregular. It

wasn't a

'meow', or a

'mroww' like she was used to
hearing. It was like 'mrawg'
like the feline way to say
'dog.' Like dog, it sounded
just like 'dog'.
It was strange, but she
didn't think anything of it.
Coincidence, a trick of
nature. Nothing more.
" So good.. "
That night, the family
woke to the noises of a
viscious fight outside. It was
characterized by horrific
lashing sounds, high pitched
hissing noises and low,
masculine bowlings.
And outside, they found
what they had least expected. Norma was jittering ... telling John that the
cat had said 'dog' earlier
that night.
And, of course, John
wasn't about to believe that
story. He had at least three
lick's of sense..
"Now, come on, bon. It
just was a 'meow' now
wasn't it. .. They stood in the
living room : the television in
the background.
King had been slaughtered
in their own backyard.
Someone, or something had

~
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from page 9
just- torn him apart. JOhn
couldn't accept the thought
that a little furry cat killed a
german shepherd.
But, the dog must have
thought that too.
The couple was silent in
the living room. Cotton sat
OIl the couch ... with the kids.
The police were coming.
When the commercials
came on, John received a
demonstration. It was the
" Meow Mix" commerical ...
Norma
started
shaking

again. The cat had spoken,
this time it was, .. Mraun ... ..
clear as a bell. The cat had
said " John".
Cotton licked her lips.
The police only came to
the house once. Since then, it
had acquired a thick, rotton
odor... like fruit fermenting
with yeast. The cat had
killed them all... first John,
then Jeff, Wes and Sally. It
was the same every time:
first it would meow the name
and then a day later it would

strike. ..
and
leave
a
festering corpse in some
dark corner of the house.
But Norma couldn't call
the police. Who would she
say killed them? Not the
little kitty-cat, no way. The
police would think Norma
had a slit in her marble bag,
and call the funny farm.
They'd convict her, for sure.
No, she had to do
something before it went too
far. Cotton has had some of
the other neighborhood cats

over to watch television.
One man found all his
son's
rabbits
murdered
inside their pen. Two blocks
over, a doberman had been
killed.
No clues, the police say.
Norma would have to kill
the cats. One day when they
all came over she would
have to kill them.
But Norma was scared .. .
really scared.
Because,
Norma
understood. Sh" would watch

~

television in the bedroom.. .
she would watch the same
thing over and over again.
All she saw was the "Meow
Mix" commercial. .
And yesterday, one of the
cats clamored up next to' the
door and meowed what she

see
Cats
page 11

Take Charge At 22.
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In most jobs, at 22
equipment worth
you 're near t he bottom
millions of dollars.
of t he ladder.
It's a bigger chalIn the Navy, at
lenge and a lot more
22 you can be a leader.
responsibility than
After just 16 weeks
most corporations give
of leadership training,
you at 22. The rewards
you 're an officer. You 'll
are bigger, too. There's
have the kind of job
a comprehensive package of benefits,
your education and training prepared
including special duty pay. The starting
you for, and the decision-making ausalary is $16,400-more than most comthority you need to make the most of it.
panies would pay you right out of college.
As a college graduate and officer
After four years, with regular promocandidate, your Navy training is geared
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases , your salary will
have increased to as much as $29,800.
camp. Instead, you receive professional
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
training to help you build the technical
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
and management skills you'll need as a
and new opportunities
Navy officer.
- ,
This training is
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ore and more Classifieds

0000000~0000~00000000QQOOOOOOoo~00000000000000~00000ooo00000000000000000000000000000
Need your bathroom floors cleaned? Call House A, 364-9794: and ask
)r tbe Poole Party Gang.
'!be men of Beta Sigma Psi would like to Ulanl< our little sisters for
11 excellent TGIF last Friday.

Jeannie C.,
. I know y~u UtInk I'm strange, but I'm really a nice guy and would
'
like to be fnends with you.
Sincerely,
Punky
P .S. I'U give you a call some time if it's all right.

TIle Men of Beta Sigma

Needed: 1 or 2 people

to move IJito a room In Ute Robin's Nest.

:arpeted, central air, baUl, kitchenette. Rent is $160 a monUl. For
oore information, call 334-8583 and ask for Joey.
It bad to happen, Commander Comode finally is getting married.
:ongratuJations are In order. J .C. 's favorite sayings : We have rules
tnd reguJations; look at tbe shines; no monkey business; we wish you
only tbe best, and get us a job! ! you sh-head.
'!be parents of tbe men of Beta Sigma Psi would like to Ulanl< Ute
neD of Beta Sigma Psi for a truly enjoyable weekend.
'arents of Beta Sigs

RM ,
Happy 21st (25th? l. Time to roU out Ute barrel again. Don't worry I won't ietyou fall on your face. But Ute man of your lust may.
Love,
Your buddy, your pal

How 'bout those sorority preSident, Blue Key, Military Ball queen
candidates! Good luck Sheila and Sarah!
If anyone knows where MIke SmiUl's car Is, please return it to him.

Last seen at Mizzou.

ToB.D.B. (theBBQ-boy) ,
Can you even get Into a junior coUege?
FOR SALE : KIng size mattress wiul frame, $50. KIng size captain's
headboard, $50. Will deliver. Call 299-4437.
To the Junior Board Rep from RHA,
You're a doU. What's your name?
Anonymous quad resident
Congratulations to Ute UMR programming team: Greg Bumgardner, Bruce Hayden, Jeff Pautz and David Zike for winning first place
In Ute regional ACM contest Saturday at MoUne, ill. Good luck on Ute
national contest In February at Orlando, Fla. !
If you have an Ohio scientific microcomputer and would like to
swap documentation, software and ideas, please contact Grant
Griffin at 364-7929.

Board Reps get smashed at St. Pat's,
But I smashed a Board Rep at Big Bash.
-SUMO
P.S.I have a souvenir to prove it!

raws,
Our Littlest Angel, you're now " 21."
So now you can hit Bruno's for some REAL FUN (men)!
And since you only reach Ute doorman's knee,
Get psyched and whip out your 1.0.
Wocka, wocka

Seeing you
is smiling at you,
'lbinklng of you
Is missing you,
But knowing you
Is loving you.
With all my love on your birUtday and always. Happy birUtday
>aby.
I
love
you
TLOETS!!
YourDOLL-EE

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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18fty- announcement for campus organ1zaUo1lS

Ihlch are submitted before 9:00 p.m. Monday ,a t
De Miner box In the Rolla Building. ~
ooncements shoud be submitted a week befote.
lend In announcement In paragraph form with
omflete sentences (Read: no fiyers) We cannot
prices for alcoholic bevera es.

TEAR UP YOUR MID'S PARTY
So your mid-term grades were weak,
And your future looks pretty bleak,
Blow off your studies,
And grab all your buddies,
And tear up your mid-terms at TKE!
Get ripped at TKE's first Annual "Tear Up Your Mid's" party on
Wednesday, Oct. 'n, at 8 :30 p.m. Mountains of your favorite beverage
will be available.

I

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3O'l1I
The smoke has cleared from last October 30th and Sigma Phi Epsilon is again bavlng a Halloween costume party - be Utere!
/

NIGHT AT THE FIGHTS

Lambda ChI Alpha's 4th annual Night at Ute Fights, Friday, Oct. 29,

ENGINEERSI
COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES

at 8 p.m. Pennant Hall (behind Manor 1n11). Admission $2.75 and your
favorite refreshment will be served!

f,om page 10
knew was coming... hei'
name. She was next. And
then Ute neighborhood. No,
she would have to kill Utem
before Ulat... and die trying,
but she knew it was futile ...
... Because
that
comIllercial was nationwide.
And she knew that oUter cats
WOUld watch it and it would
hit them tIlO. All you have to

do is ask for it... and then go
help yourself.
The cats would warn their
human companions, but they
wouldn't listen.
They would just watch
television and not know that
it was actually people that
were ...
... "So good, cats ask for it
by name."

We·re McDonnell Doug la s-one of the world·s leaders in fast
moving , e)(citing fields . military a nd commerci al a irc raft,
missile s. spacecra ft . e lec tronics. automation and hea lth
se rvice s,
And we 're looking fo r peo ple who a re looking fo r the o ppor·
tunity to put wha t they've learned to work- people like you .
What we offe r is a wide variety of a dvanced technica l proJects and a c hance to g et involved . really involved. in pro·
grams on the leading edge of technolog y.

So, if you're an ~n g inee r o r computer specialist who wants a
job with rea l responsibility. sign up a t your Pla c ement Office
fo r on interview.
We 'll be on campus ·

Wednesday & Thursday,
October 27 & 28,1982

/
/tIfCDONNELL D O U G L I : " Y '
An equal o pportunit y employer
U.S. Citizensh i p requ i red

~

~~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ~
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COLT INDUSTRIES . New Yo rk,

Wash !n ton

DC

for
hea vy hwy, st ru ctu ra l es t imatio n, Job supt.; field wor k.
Location:
MO, NE, KS
In ter vie wer : un kn o wn at this Ume
Priority si gnup:
October 26
Intervie w date:
November 17
Regular :signup: October 27

COLES HOUTLRIE ELECTRIC, Hatt oon . IL
.
Wi ll inte r vie w December, May grads with BS/Electrical Eng inee r in g
(or system, field, design.
US CI TIZENSHIP REQUIRED BY COMPA NY.
Wlll have 3 inter INTERVIEWS WIL L BE IN THE AFTER NOO N ONLY.
vie w slots for AM and 3 inte r view slots for PM.
.
Location:
Hattoon, IL
Intervie wer:
John Dooley
Priority sl gnup: October 27
Interview date:
November 18
Regular signup: October 2&

ectrlcal, H4!chanical,

~~r~~~i~~ g!~~~~!r~~~H:~:!; ~~~~ i8~~HS} p~~

NY

Will collect re.:sume s rrom student:! 1n Mechanical Engineering ,
Computer Science, Engineering Management.
IOWA SOUTHERN UTILITIES, Centerville . lA
collect re!!IUme!l fr om s tudent :! in Electrical, Mechanical Engin-

wui

GiIi
in Chemic al, Me chanical, Elec tr ical Engineering for R&D, p r ocess, project design
and production; technical s ale s & marketi ng; product supervi sio n.
US CITI ZENSH IP OR PERMANENT VISA REQU IRED BY CO MPANY .
Locatio n : Nat ion wide
In terv ie wer : unkno wn at this time
Priority signup: Oc t ober 26
Intervie w dates:
November 17, 18
Regular sig nup: Oc t ober 27

SONAT . INC .. Houston, TX
Will intervie w December, Hay grad s with BS/Geological Engineering
to do nalural gas reserves and delive rability work with Gas Supply
Division. Will intervie w December, Hay grads with as /Geo logy to do
011 & gas explora ti on and development work .
US CITIZENSHIP REQUIR ED .
Location:
Houston
Interviewer:
Margie Alexy
Priority signup:
October 21
Interview dates:
Novembe r 18, 19
Regular signup : October 26

eering.
UNION ELECTRIC, St . Louis , MO
intervie w DECEMBER grad s preferred; May, July grads. si gn on
back - up list.
as/Metallurgical Eng i neer i ng for Nu clea r Operati ons,
Calla way Plant (U nion Electric).
US CITI ZENSHIP OR PERHANENT VISA
MUST BE AVAILAB LE fOR ~5 MIN UTE I NTERVIEWS
REQUIRED BY COMPANY.
Priority slgnup: Oc t ober 27
I nter vie we r : unkno lol n at this time
Intervie w date:
Noveraber 18
Regular s lgnup : October 28

wili
NOTE:

This w111 be the last deta11 sheet for interviewing during

~~~. F~! ~ 1 r~~r~!~~~~ ~~a~~~. Hl~~~ ~~~t t~~~:~ c~~~~~:; ~~~~~!!atirls,
be posted on the Placement Office bulletin board

SOUTHWESTERN POWE R ADMINISTRATION ! Tu lsa ! OK
Will interVie w on November 1 8, 19.
No information available at thi '
time.
Priority si gnup: October 27
Regular si gnup: October 28

~~fr Tt~~;~v~~=P~=~~m~:~~O~y O~rads

Note:
This will be the last information sheet for the Fall
recruiting season . Please Chec k ?lacement Office bulletin board
f or any last minute changes , cancellations, etc.
HONSANTO CO . . St. LouIs, HO
Will interview HAY, JULY grads with BS/MS/Computer Science for
Business System Analyst , Systems Programmer, Communications Specialist.
PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY COMPANY.
Location:
St. Louis
Interviewer:
H . S . Hamby
Priority signup:
October 22
Intervi(!w date:
November 15, 16
Regular signup: October 25
ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL, Rock bland. IL
intervie w all grads with as/Chemical , !:':lectrical, Mechanical,
Me tallurgical Engineering, Engineering HanagelClent , Compute r Science:
(Computer Engineering) for military type hardware and indo type of
complexes . US CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
MUST HAVE 2.0/~ . O GPA .
Location:
Rock Island Arsenal
Inter vie we r s: unknown
Priori ty signup: Octobe r" 22
int e r vie w date: November 15 - 17
Regular signup:
October 25

wili

:: r~L l~~~;~f:: b;~~~~:;~ S2~~A3~i A;~!d:t~~

I,

y
th VQS/KS I Me chanica
Electrical , Aerospace Engineering, Engineering He chanics f or
Department of the Navy-Civilian Ca re e r s.
More information will
be posted with slgnups. US CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED BY COMPA NY.
Location:
Nationwide {greatest number a r e o n the East and West
Coasts
Interviewer:
Jeanette Tweedy
Priority signup: October 22
Interview date:
November 15
Regular signup: October 25

C~riU~~~e ~~~;~ 'H!~C g~a~~ . wt~~ iBS/E~ectr1Cal,

Mechanical Engi neering for Corporate Engineering Department.
Entry level enp;r s . as
member s of a project team from inception through construction and
start - up until project is placed in an operati::lnal status.
Will interview MAY grads with BS/Mecnanical, Electrical, Chemical
Engineering, Engineering Management for Corporate Management. Trainee
Program . 12-month training program tnat ofi'ers an indIvidual exposure to all areas of operations and administ,ration and prepare s
for a career in one of tne following areas:
Operations Management,
Brewing.
More details for the above schedules wi ll be pO.!lted with
.!\1gnups. US CITIZE NSHIP REQUIRED BY COMPANY.
Location: St. Louis
Interviewers:
Linda S. Bickel
Robert P. Schwab
Priority signup:
October 25
Int.erview date:
November 16. 17 Regular signup:
October 26

IOWA SOUTHER/I UTILITIES, Centerville. IA
wili intervie w DECEMBER grads (HAY grads, sign on back-up list) with
BS/Mechanical Engineering for power plant, results tech., work towards
supervisor; BS/Electrical Engineering for Gen. Office - Maint. &
design of power and transmis.sion lines, substations.
US CITIZENSHIP
OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY COMPANY.
Location:
EE:
Centerville; HE:
power plant near Ottumwa
Interviewer: unknown at this time
Interview date:
November 16
PriOrity slgnup:
October 25
Re ular si nu

CANCELLATIO NS:
Kerr McGee ( Nov. 9, 10); CkDaha Public Po wer Dhtric t
( November 10); Horse Chain (November 15); C .f'. & I Steel ( November IS)

~~~ n~6)~ ~~~l ~b~~!~r {~~~~ ~:~v!~~s 1 I~~v:~!; nf~~ n l;~r;~~rn
~

Campus intervie wing for week of November 15 -19, 1982

with BS/Comp Science , Electrical
Engineering (Ca nton, OH locations); BS/Mechanical Engineering
(Lat r obe, PA, Ltncolnton, NC, Cant on, OH, Gaffney , SC); BS/ Meta l lurgical Eng i neering (Ca nt on , OH).
Interv ie wer:
James Ladson
Will interview December , May grad s wit h liS/Mechanical, Electrical
Engineering for Advanced Pr ocess Bearings; MS/ Hechan ical , Electrical, Metallurgical Engtneering for Advanced Process St eel; liS/PhD
1n Mechan ical Engineering f o r Re s ear ch - Bearing; liS/PHD Me chanical ,
l'Ietal lurgl ca l Engineering f o r Re sea r Ch - S teel.
Int e rvie wer:
J ame s
Owens.
US CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY CO MPANY.
Location:
Canton , OH
Pri o rity signup:
Oc tober 27
Interview date:
Novem be r 18
Regular signup:
Oc tober 28
HARRIS CORPORATION , Melbourne , FL
GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS SECTOR
Will interview December, May grads with BS/I'IS/PhD in Eleclrical Engineering , Computer Science. See company literature.
US CITIZE NSHIP REQUIRED.
Location:
Melbourne, f'L
Interviewers: Gary Neal (EE)
Kay Grau (Comp Sci)
Priority:signup:
October 27
Intervie w date:
November 18
Regular signup: October 28
NOTE:
THERE WILL BE AN INFORHATION MEETING FOR THOSE INTERVIEWING WITH
--GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS ON November 11. Ce ntennial Hall, 7 - 9 PM.
BROADCAST DIVISION
Will intervie w December, May grads with BSiM$/PhD in Electrical
Engineering for Engineer - to design digital or analog circuits, or
high technology b r oadcast systems including audio, video , RF and an tenna products; BS/KS/PhD with Electrical Engineering (Tech nical Sales)
for Broadcast Sales Specialist -- technical sales S'Upport; responsibilities while training forfie1d sales. US CITIZENSHIP OR PER MANENT
VISA REQUIRED BY CO MPA NY.
Location: Quincy, IL
Intervie wers : un kn o wn at this t ime Priority signup:
Octobe r 27
Interview date:
November 18
Regular signup:
October 28

~1fi Di~te~~!;w cg:~!:~:;~O~~E;~;~;, w~~~B:~~~ /2~ viI

Engineering for
Engineers in the following locations:
St. Joseph, Bethany, Hanni bal, Warren sburg, Wa shington, Springfield, Houston, Cape Girardeau,
and ColUmbia, MO.
US CITIZEr3SHIP REQUIRED BY COMPANY
Interviewer:
Judy Robinson
PRIORITY SIGNUP:
October 27
Interview date:
November 18
REGULAR SIGNUP:
October 28
NOTE:
INTERVIEWS WI LL BE IN THE AFTERNOON ONLY.
TION OF THE SIG NUPS FOR HORNING (J ea only).

WILL HAVE A POR -

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION/OfFICE Of CONSTRUCTION, Washington,

DC

',Jiil interview DECEMBER, MAY grads w1th BS!HS/Electrical, Mechanical
Civil Engineering for positions at the trainee level, GS5.
A candidate with a Masters degree or other related experience may qualify
for a higher level position.
More complete details will be attached
t.o signups for The V. A. US CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Location:
Nalionwide
Interviewer:
Tom Chambers
Priorit.y signup:
Oc~ober 25
Int.erview date:
November 16
Regular signup: October 26

8~ti !~~~~~~!~Sbe~::b;r~kMa~~

July grads with 8S/MS/Mechanicai Engineering, Comp Science; BS/Engineering Management. for Manag~ment.
Trainee. US CITIZE tlSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED BY COHPANY .
Location:
throughout US
Interviewer:
I,one at lhl 'l tirr,e
?rlority signup:
October 20
Interview dat.e:
November 17
Regular signup:
October 27.

RESEARCH PAPERS
p

I

y

477-8226

(Photo by Bee)

Typical b ehavior of a severe case of
Cardinal fever during the acute
Wor.ld Series stage.

g

.

curr ent. 306 page. research catalog 11,278
papers on t,le, all academIC subjects
Research Assistance 11322 Idaho Ave ..
• 206W , Los Angeles . CA 90025 (213)
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THE VETERANS ADHINISTRATION/OfFICE Of CONStRUCTION

CHIRi~~:~~re~ ~~~: Wcyh:r~~~t~i~~)As~~~~{ ~~gineerlng

~

THERE ARE NO I NT ERVIEWS SCHEDULED fOR TriE WEE K Of NOVEHBER 15 - 19.
RESUMES fOR THE fOLLO WING COMPANIES HAY BE TUR NED IN ON TUESDAY.
NOVEMBER 2, AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER WEST DURI NG SIG NU PS HOURS:

8:30-11:30 AHi 1:00 - 3:30 PH ONLY:

'''~

GTE-S YLVAN IA. We stbo r o , MA
WUI interview De cem ber, May, July grad s with BS/IiS/PhD in Compute r
Science, Electrica l , Me cha nical Eng i neering. Physics.
ALL APPLICA Nt!
SHOULD HAVE GPA Of AT LEAST 2.1.
POSITIONS ARE CONCERNED WITH COr1 ~
HAND, CO NTR OL & COMMUNICATION ASPEC T OF GOVERNHENT DEFENSE PROJECTS .
US CITIZENSHIP REQUI RED.
Location:
We st.boto , ~IA
Priorit.y si gnup : October 27
Intervie wer:
unknown
Regular si gn up: Oc t o ber 28
Intervie w date:
November 18

w

Summer Employment
UMR CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEHENT OFFICE. BUEHLER BL~G.
9th & Rolla Street:!

11 collect resumes fr om students In
Civil Engineering.

Thu"".,. Od. 21.

DURA CELL INTERNATIONAL. Bethel, CT
will inte r vie w December, Hay grads with BS/Electrical. Chemical,
Mechan ical Engineering.
US CIT IZEN SHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQUIRED
BY CO MPANY.
Location:
Bethel , CT
Intervie wer:
Hr. Le r oy Holmes, J r.
Priority sig nu p:
October 26
Inte rview date :
November 11
Regular slg nu p:
Oc t o ber 21

~
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Architectural Consultant

Casey Caso~t, A.I.A.
Residential and Commercial
1425 Hauck Dr .
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-rip of the iceberg
'0 the students of VMR,

In its
13IIIM!r,
!urators

usual mystical
the Board of
is
considering
}Creases in fees. These
lCreases will vastly affect
,any students attending
'MR. Yet the people being
fleeted are not being fully
onsldered.
Little infonnation has
een offered to the student
- - - _ IbO is to pay for the in-
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Surcharge reaction

creases. lntonnanon has
been offered concerning the
14.7 percent surcharge since
it appears to be a justifiable
increase. But, what about
the supplemental fee for
engineering
curriculum
presently considered by the
Board of Curators?
Approximately two weeks
ago, a woman representing
the Student Council spoke
during a question and answer program on KMNR.

When asked about the
proposed supplemental fee,
she had little or no information to offer. The articles in the Miner concerning the issue have been
limited and give no insight.
Are we, the students .of
UMR, expected to eat this
fee increase? Is the supplemental fee justifiable?
Why are the students being

left in the dark?
If this is an engineering
school, then why are the
students to be punished for
choosing an engineering
major? If the supplemental
fee is passed, many students
will no longer be able to
financially
afford
this
school. Out-of-state students
are already under considerable financial burden.

If the fee is to be passed,
these students need to know
so that they can make the
proper arrangement of funds
or transfer to another school.
This is an institution
funded by state tax dollars.
This is not a private corporation. The students have
right of access to the infonnation concerning fee

students have a right to
express their opinions.
Please students, let the
university
administration
know how you feel about the
fee increases, Do not allow
the Board of Curators to
ramrod the fee increases
through uncontested and
unjustified.

As

_ _-..eachers iaught in

Isultant

, A.l.A,

Losing battle
By R. THOMPSON

mmerc' I
la

Except for the nation's
U1Ilers,
teachers
are
lIIked among the lowest
d aid groups in the country.
g<C7c:7C: his has long 'been one of our
.
ation's
injustices
and
mtradictions. Other than
,
JI'
parents,
teachers
robably do more to in- uence our futures than
nyone else, but they receive
Ie least recognition,
Teachers perfonn many ,
ISks other than just
~ng. They are couneIors. psychologists and
aby sitters. Of course these
tjustlces are most evident
t the elementary and high
eboollevel but even college
ISIructors do not draw
alaries comparable to their
OWlterparts in industry,
tany competent instructors
Ie leaving their teaching
3bs and ace seeking better
eying
employment
Jsewhere.
Recent
~duates and people still in
9llege are avoiding' the
eacblng field and changing
najors, mainly because of
IIOIIetary considerations.
The point is that this is
ootradictory to everything
ve are taught and to what
~ be necessary if we are to
II6rue to progress as we
for centuries. How
times have you heard
liDe, .. Invest in your
"? Well, we are going
• 11m! to start investing in
if we are to have a
. Generally the better
education the better
cbances of getting a
Job. As the world
more and more
it requires more

'orators
alkl'nc

~

~

competent
people
to
maintain, deSign, program
and build the machines that
not long ago were science
fiction.
With the continuing cuts to
educational funds the quality
of
our
education
is
decreasing. Not only the
quality of the personnel but
that of the facilities and
materials. In essence they
are being asked to do more
with less.
With
the
quality
of
education decreasing and
the state of the art increasing tlJe two are obviously growing further and
further apart and this can
have no other result than to
be detrimental. If this
situation
continues,
the
United States will continue
to fall further behind other
countries in technology.
Have you read the want ads
lately? If you do, you will
note that the great majority
of openings are for trained
personnel,
accountants,
nurses,
engineers,
mechanics, inachinists, etc.
that
require
Posi tions
secondary
training
or
education.
One way to combat the
unemployment problem is
with education.
One of the major complaints against automation,
robots, computers and the
like is that they put people
out of jobs. But they also

See underpaid
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Chub & Jo's Restaurant
-SST Banquet Hall
S.rving from 5:30 a.m. to 15 min. till 8:00
Open 6 Days. Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE.
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Hamemade pies"

Family Restaurant
Corry Out Orden
Kent.th & Ruby Thorpe

704 Pine Rollo. Me
Coli 364-6247

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
We aie a leadeJ in fast , exciting fields ... aircraft , missiles ,
electronics. automation , Electrical engineers play a vital
role in our continued growth and industry 'leadership ,
Opportunities for future·minded Electrical Engineers are
available in these challenging career fields :
Guidance and Control Mechanics
Digital Flight Control Design/Analysis
• Inertial Navigation System Analysis
• Software Design Development and Validation
• Trajectory Analysis
• Redundant Digital Sighal Processing
• Filtering and Conlrol Tec.hniques
Reliability
• Data Analysis
• Circuit Analysis
• Part Stress Analysis
~ Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Electronics
• Automatic Test Equipment
• Embedded Mi c roprocessor Architec turelDes ign
• Digital , Analog and RF Equipmen t/ Circ uit Design
• Hardware and Software

Fire Control Systems
• Radar
• Forward Looking Infrared, TeleviSion, or Laser
Technology
Avionics Test Requirements Analysis
• Radar
• Displays
• Inertial Systems
• Flight Computers
• Communication
If you're ready to get your career off the ground, McDonnell
Douglas would like to talk with you , Sign up at your
placement office for a personal interview, Here is the date
we 'll be on campus :

,,,

I.

Wednesday & Thursday,
October 27 & 28, 1982

,I

I

/
/MCDONNELL D O U G L t : ' Y '
An e qual opportunity employer
U.S. Cit iz enship required

~
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Miner band insulted by
We,
the
undersigned
members of the UMR
Marching Miner Band, feel
tha t we have been grievously
insulted once again. For
years we have had to put up
with campus organizations
who treat us like we don 't
exist. We never seem to get
more than a picture of a flag
girl in the Rollamo. (By the
way, Rollamo editor, the
band in the 1981-82 Rollamo
picture is Normandy High
School, not UMR.) Our
music festivals are rarely, if
ever, covered by the Miner.

Pyramid power

And we have to put up with
Greek and Board pyramids
and other antics occurring
on the track behind us during
our halftime shows almost
every game.
Now, the biggest insult
yet.
Several
Greek
organizations and the St.
Pat's Board came on to the
field as our halftime show
was starting so they cOuld do
their pyramids and " show
their spirit. " There's little or
no difference between going
on the field while the band is

doing the halftime show and
going on during the game.

the sake of spirit AND the
12th Man award.

terfered with, we feel we
have been unjustly wronged.

We put in long hours
putting
together
and
rehearsing each and every
show.
Our
movements
require the use of the entire
field for the proper visual
effect. They are carefully
timed because there is a
specified amount of time
alJoted for our show. We
can 't wait or take something
out of the program just so
these organizations can
make fools of themselves for

The blame does not lie
with anyone group. The
Greek organizations, the
Board and M-Club were all
involved to some degree.
The Greeks and the Board
participated, and M-Club's
lack of guidelines let it occur. We do have Greeks in
the band and we're not
condemning
all
Greek
functions and activities.
However, when our performance is grossly in-

All we ask for is a little
consideration. The band is
made up of people from most
of the living organizations on
campus. It represents not
only the students, but the
school itself. Please realize
that our halftime shows are
as important to us as formal
Greek activities are to you.

We regret that this

Respectfully,
Members of UMR
Marching Miner Band

•
•
Reaganomic misconceptions
Dear Missouri Miner,
Larry
Beck's
recent
column (Sept. 16) in the
Missouri Miner should not
alarm intelligent voters, for
the loo5e-rrtinded will always
be with us.
Mr. Beck seems to believe
that President Reagan's tax
and budget programs are
unfair.
Unfortunately
though, these charges are
fundamentally flawed . They
are based on three false
assumptions: (1) That tax
rates were fair before the
Reagan tax cuts, (2) That
federal social spending was
at rock-bottom before the
budget cuts, and (3 ) That

big-spending
econorrtics
was, in fact, improving
Americas standard of living.
Mr. Beck should be
reminded that it has been his
statist-rrtinded clones that
have controlled both houses
of Congress in recent
decades. During this time
(since 1960) they have increased social program
spending in excess of 800
percent and quadrupled the
federal budget.
While a few, perhaps,
benefitted from "The Great
Society" rrtismanagement,
the overall results have
turned America upside-down
a clandestine theft of the
wealth of a nation. Fur-

thermore, the truly poor
have actually watched their
buying power shrink awaYi
as record levels of inflation,
interest rates, and an overall
state of economic impotency
drove the prospects of the
welfare recipients deeper
into dependence on the
pseudo-humanitarians.
Finally, in 1980, the
American
people
had
enough.
They
elected
President Reagan and a field
of conservatives to Congress
that still believe man is
inherently good. Most of us
agree that profits (which
have steadily declined from
roughly 10 percent in 1960 to
less than 5 percent today)

Ha'u nted House ~
7:00-12:00 Friday, Oct. 29
7:00- 1 :00 Saturday, Oct. 30

$

..

. :.;

'. .

Proceeds go to

$ 1.00 for adults
.50forchildren12&under

(Play Units for
Severely Handicapped)

Do nations by Alice Smith Antiques and Atkisson Swi nford Funeral

H AR ~
·

BELL

GOODS

904 Pine

341-2666

Your Racquetball Headquarters
Has All Your Needs
RACQUETS BY:
Ektelon
Head
Leach
Wilson
Spalding

rate. Also, Mr. Beck should
do a tad more reading
concerning the buying power
of the poor. For those living
at or below the poverty level
(which is set by the CB()'
hardly an ally of the
president's) real buying
power has increased for the
first time in nearly two
decades.
Thanks
to
Reagan's inflation victories
and despite the so-called
budget cuts.
As
for
Mr.
Beck's
elementary
analysis of
economic recovery is concerned, most private sector
financial and econorrtic
experts would disagree.
Most major investment

Underpaid

Pi Kappa Phi presents
their Second Annual

1704 Pine

are the moving force in a
free market economy, that
taxation (because of bracket
creep) must be reduced
across the board, and that
the spending poliCies of the
leftist era were only "more
socialism attempting to
solve problems created by
socialism."
Mr. Beck should also take
note of the fact that
President Reagan has not
" cut" social spending, but
instead he has reduced the
growth rate of spending
increases. In fact,last year's
spending " increase:' (53
billion) on social programs
' was several percentage
points above the inflation

SHOES BY:
Head
Etonic

Nike
Adidas

Full line of racquetball clothing, gloves, balls, eye guards and
gym bags. We also restring and repair racquets.

create jobs. However, the
jobs they create are in
;:-~"l'amming, engineering,
maintenance and, too, in the
plants that manufacture
these machines.
But, the people who are out
of work are the unskilled,
those without adequate
education or training.
With
technology
increasing and education
decreasing the problem of
unemploymen~
has
no
alternative but to get worse.
Even now, if funds for
education were drastically
increased it would take
years for the results to be
seen.
No one should be denied an
education just because he
can't afford it. Anyone who
really wants to go to college
should not be denied. Our
politicians should not be
cutting the educational
budgets, they should be
raising them. If we are to

. from pg.13 T,.
remain among the world
leade~ in technology and if
we want to keep our jobs,
then we must remain above
the rest in education.

III!, /E

This ,is a subject that
been neglected for too ~
Think over the future 1mByPA
plications and then write
your congressman!
Seven \
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SPI, AH Games • D & D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581
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YEAR END SPECIAL ON UNNEGA
Oicked Ib
gQaJie all<

We also stock parts.& accessories and rejJair all bikes.
Tandem Rentals by the hr./day/week.
Starting at $150.00
Completely assembled
p
and guaranteed.
Ow

Power
~ Pedal
KHS

310 E. 6th Rolla 364-2412
12-6 p.m. Sat. 10-6 p.m.

UNNEGA
BIAN CHI

bar. 'llJen
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tied it up
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Miner subs crush Wildcats,61-0
By JOHN GALT
The Miners ground out a
record breaking 389 rushing
yards and 61 unanswered
points from the hide of a
very tame Culver-Stockton
Wildcat team last Saturday
at Jackling Field. For those
of you who missed the Miner
opener at Wichita State, the
two games were very
similar in that one team
totally dominated the other.
However, last Saturday the
Miners were on the clean end
of the stick - so don't worry
Wildcats, the Miners know
how it feels.
Head
coach
Charlie
Finley's game plan was
simple - "Get the job done
early, then turn it (the
game) over to the backups."
Finley did not expect
" early" to be 13 minutes into
the game though. It had to be
almost embarrassing for the
Miner coaching staff and

first-teamers to watch as the
Miner reserves scored again
and again against the
severely outclassed Wildcats.
The Miners blew the game
wide open in the first 13
minutes of the first quarter
as they scored three touchdowns on only 10 offensive
plays. The first offensive
play of the game for the
Miners resulted in a 15-yard
TO reception by Scott
Stephens
from
Dennis
Pirkle. Pirkle was three for
five for 39 yards and two
TDs. Pirkle hit "Race"
Lorenzen for the second TO
and running back Mike
Schafer marched over from
3 yards out for the third firstquarter TO. Pirkle was
removed from the game
along with the other starters
before the first quarter ever
ended.
The leading rusher for the
Miners
was
sophomore

running back Tom Kroner.
Kroner carried the ball 16
times for 120 yards and three
touchdown~ - not a bad day.
The Miner offensive lines
opened up huge holes for the
Miner running backs to
waltz through for 5 to 10
yards a crack. ." Honey
Bear"
Hunninghanke
"Rocky" Martinez, Chris
Kramer, . Scott Kramer,
Erlanger .and Brian Pogue
were among backup offensive linemen who were
blowing the Wildcats off the
line of scrimmage. And
speaking of setting offensive
records, that ex-quarterback
from Marshfield, the ever
popular CI-aig- 17Wiiikie"
Thomas, blasted eight count 'em - eight extra
points through the uprights
for a new Miner record.
Thomas also had a 32-yard
field goal- atta boy Winkie!
The Miner defense caused
four
seven turnovers -

fumble recoveries and three
pass interceptions - which
aided the offense in its quest
for pay dirt. In addition,
linebacker Tim Schamel
nailed the Wildcat quar-

terback in the end zone for a
safety. Brian "Groverikas"
McGownd, Dan Carmody
and Corey Mathews acfor
pass
incounted
terceptions. Bob Gorbam,

George Stock, Cliff Cooke

See Football
Page17
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Men's Socce,

Ties Southwest, Tulsa
when the Miners could
muster a good shot on goal,
Seven weeks into the the opposing keeper had the
collegiate soccer season, the answer. The Miners were
UMR Miners have gone dejected and the Bears were
through some ups and elated with the tie. t . .MR
downs. What once their outshot SMSU 33-4.
The next morning, the
record had been, 5-1 after
four weeks, has wilted to 6-4 Miners played the men from
thanks to some bad luck, and Tulsa University. The game
has since been improved to a was played at 11 a.m. , in
very fine 8-4-2 record-to- unusually warm weather, on
date. The team is being led Astroturf, on the day after
in scoring by Andy Car- UMR had played two
penter with five goals and overtime periods against
SMSU and soon thereafter
.Mile Shillito with four.
Last weekend found the traveled to Tulsa and TV had
Miners on the road. On not played at all the previous
Friday at 2 p.m. they faced day. This is not an excuse for
old rival Southwest Missouri any lack of performance.
state University. The game Yet, when this match went
was physical and the SMSU into overtime, the Miners
dragged and were lucky to
field left a lot to be desired.
The scoring happened in a hold on to the tie.
The
first
half
was
burry.
Less
than
two
minutes into the match, scoreless. The second half
Andy Carpenter took a pass brought a strongly fought
from Scott Jaskowiak and contest between our Miners
Dicked the ball over the and a strong Division I team.
goalie ahd just inside the TV drew first blood. With
bar. Then, with a little help about 28 minutes left in the
from the home field, SMSU game, TV had a throw-in
tied it up. A Shot, a dribbler near the UMR end. The ball
headed toward the UMR was thrown short of a TV
goal, hit a rock (or boulder) player and a UMR defender.
just before it got to Bill
Cowie and went over the
~,
helpless goalie as he went
.-JOIOYOU ~1
J KNOW THAT ... • - ,
down to top it. From here
and throughout the rest of
Our dinners slart at .. ,
the match, the Miners enI
I
dlessly pressed the SMSU I
and our side orders
I
goalie.
The
Southwest I
are lower yet.
I
goalies (the starter left the
game early in the first half
with an injury) played ex- L
I __________
Hwy . 63S .
.JI
ceptionally well. It seemed
By PAUL THOMAS

essman!

pplies

OBBY
)4-5581

EGA
bikes.

r:1

i.r

rr

,...---,

It bounced high on the
Astroturf and over the UMR
defender. The TV player
anticipated this and beat
Cowie to the ball and
sneaked it under him into the
goal.

:Later in the half, play was
in the TV end when the ball
came to Carl Schalwacker,
who chipped the ball into the
TV penalty area. The ball
came to Don Anselm who,
with the goalie out of position
and just one defender between him and the goal, hit
the ball hard the first time.
The defender was beaten by
Anselm's
shot
but
he
knocked it down with his
hands. The ensuing penalty
kick was neatly put away by
Steve Svoboda. The game
then went into overtime and
the Miners got a little help
from the goal post and
crosshar to save the tie.

See Soccer
Page17
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for the Miners. Second

Women's Soccer

Drops to Flo Valley
By NANCY REITER
Last Tuesday, Oct. 12, the
UMR women's soccer team
suffered a 1'{) defeat at home
against Florissant Valley.
The competition in this
match was very even and
primarily dominated. the
mid-section of the field. It
wasn't until the game was
less than five minutes from
being over that a Florissant
Valley player launched a
shot from about 35 yards out
to hit the high left corner, out
of
goalkeeper
Lisa
Fnunhoff's reach.
In the remainder of the
game the Miners lived in
front of their opponent's
goal, but were never able to
actually score.

International
Tours of Rolla
•
Offering
Airline Tickets

LJ

$2.35

A~n~sumg~rea:'~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~:f~

Space Limited on December FlightsMake Reservations NOW!

No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway

341-3300

Saturdays 10:00-1:00
Weekdays 9-5

Florissant
Although
Valley has a good team and a
strong soccer program as a
Whole, Coach McNally feels
his team could have played a
better game Tuesday. " They
didn't execute their wing
game well," he reported.
Long passes down the
middle
replaced
the
disciplined one- and tw<r
touch soccer that the women
are used to playing.
Season statistics to this
point show UMR with a 3-3-1

record. Leading in the
scoring department is Jan
Wilkerson with three goals
on 19 shots (with one assist) .
She is followed by Chris
Waeckerle with two goals
and an assist. Frumhoff
leads the goalie staff with 23
saves on the year.
The women will play the
team
ranked
No.
3
nationally, UMSL, at 5:30
p.m. Friday in St. Louis. On
Saturday they will replay
Maryville away.

2

a
9
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Men's Cross country

Places 6
By SCOTT WHlTE

Considered
by
most
college coaches to be the
finest cross country meet in
the state of Missouri, the
"Miner Invitational" was
run on Oct. 9 before the
longest crowd of the year at
the UMR golf course.
Fourteen teams were in
attendance
with
approximately 120 runners
crossing the finish line.
Roger
Doherty
of
MaryviIle College blazed
through the 5-mile UMR
course in a record time of
23:25.7, an average of 4:41
per mile. The NCAA Division
II title is within Doherty's
grasp if he can keep running
the times he's capable of
reaching.

th

,n UMR Invitational

Central
Mo.
State
University placed first in the
meet followed by Northwest
Mo. State, Southeast Mo.
State, Maryville College,
Northeast Mo. State with
UMR "A" taking 6th place.
School of the Ozarks took
seventh place followed by
UMR "B," Washington
University "A," Principia
College,
Westminster,
Lincoln
University,
Washington University "B"
and finally, Mo. Baptist
College.

Jeff Peterson paced the
Miners by finishing 23rd
overall. Don Lichtenwalner
followed in 25th place with
Clint Campbell in 36th place.
Kevin Stock moved up in the
ranks finishing 39th overall
followed by Pete Lichten-

walner (40th), Bruce Berwick (46th), Scott Giltner
(49th), Fred Held (53rd) ,
CUrt Elmore (58th), Joe
Henze (60th), Andy Knudsen
(62nd), Mark Clauss (65th),
Kevin Smith (70th) , Dave
Moore (81st), Dan Ray
(87th), Jim Clossick (91st)
and Don McIntosh in 92nd
place.

third, Northeast Mo. State
fourth.
Peterson

See Harriers Page17

The Miners split into two
teams last Saturday with the
"A" team traveling to the
Southwest Mo. State Invitational and the"B" team
traveling to st. Louis for the
Washington
University
Invitational.
At Southwest Mo. State
UMR faced some very tough
schools with some outstanding runners in attendance. UMR placed fifth
overall while Pittsburg State
took first, Southwest Mo.
State second, Arkansas Tech

Miner backup quartemack gains valuable experience
against CUlver-stockton.

M-Club
Athlete of the week
M-CLUB ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
(SUbmitted!>y M-CLUB)
The M-Club is proud to
present Jeff Peterson as
UMR's outstanding athlete
of this week. Jeff, a
sophomore on the varsity
cross country team, placed
ninth out of approximately

70 runners at the SMSU
Distance Classic held in
Springfield,
Mo.,
last
Saturday. Running against a
very competitive field which
included several national
claSs runners, Jeff completed
the
IG-kilometer
course in 31: 55, averaging
under 5: 09 per mile.
Con atuIations Jeff!

NOW OPEN!
26 Delicious Flavors
of Homemade Ice Cream
Sandwiches

FLETCHER'S
ICE CREAM
PARLOR
1005N . Pine
Mon .·Sat. 11 a .m.· 10 p.m .
Sunday 2 p .m .. 10 p.m .

~-- ~

.--=-~~--:.::. =<-

The People
Behind Airborne
Radar Warning
and ECM Systems.
NORTHROP CORPORATION
Defense Systems Division
500 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows . IL 60008

NORTHROP
MAI(ING A DV ANCED TEC HNOL OG V WOR><

Northrop 's Defense Systems Division has career
opportunities availab le in the following discipline areas,

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Computer Science
We will be interviewing on campus on

Tuesday, October 26,1982
To arrange an interview . contact your College placement
Director or Northrop 's Professional Employment Office .
We are an equal opportunity employer and encourage
minorities . females . veterans and the handicapped to apply .

~~
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Takes third at Wash U
By NANCY REITER
Women's cross country
last weekend took third in a
of nine
at the
field
University
Washington
meet. With a total of 69
points, the Lady Miners
followed Wash. U with 34 and
their arch rival, School of the
Ozarks, at 54.
Miner Jan Hierholyer won
the meet and tied the 3.1mile course record of 19: 03.
Although this time is a little
slower than Coach Preston
would have liked for this

meet, the reason may be
traced, at least partially, to
a loss in concentration due to
confusion about the poorly
marked course.
The next UMR finishers
were Karen Penney (16th,
21:35) , Jill Cameron (:?Alth,
21:42), Gail Halsey (21st,
22:07) and Liz Dolan (27th,
22:50). Halsey and Dolan
were the only Miners to
improve their times, as both
were recovering from injuries.
The top :?Al finishers, in-

Harriers
Icker Craig 1bomas setting a new
lCOrd for most extra points In a game
~.n's

Intramural News
By LARRY TIPTON

other two in a quarterfinal
game which will be held
tonight.

Playoff
fever.
verybody's got it these
lyS, but the sport isn't
~y baseball. That's
gilt, the intramural footill playoffs are here. The
uunpionship games will be
!Id Tuesday. Starling time
.r the Division I title game
ill be at 8:30. The Division
game also has an 8:30
acting time.

In League 2, KA clinched a
playoff berth last week by
beating Tech. The other
opening won't be filled until
tonight when Phi Kaps battle
Lambda Chi.

The road to the playoffs
'as a rocky one this year. In
ach league, at least one
layoff spot was open at the
eginning of this week.

I Competition

was
,pecially tough in Division
Beta Sig, Sig Nu and MHA:ast all ended the season
1th a 7-1 record, and thus
ad to have a coin toss. Sig
'u won the toss, earning a
layoff spot, and forcing the

In non-playoff action, Sig
Tau won the Battle for
Division II, by losing to Sig
Pi in overtime, 14-7. Both
teams looked determined to
lose. Sig Tau scored first, but
Sig Pi evened it late in
regulation. It took Sig Tau
until the last play of overtime to lose, but they
managed to do it.
Tennis is down to the finals
in both doubles and singles
competitions. Greg Sanders
of Campus Club meets Mark
Poole of RHA for the singles
championship. Dave Russell
and Bill Hayes of PIKA face

,...---,,

-

the independent team of
Johnson
and
Johnson (Dave and Mike) in
the championship match. In
both cases, the winner's
bracket
champs
had
defeated the loser's bracket
champs in a quarter or
semifinal match, but the
opponents came back to win
the first match and force a
second (and final) match.
intramural cross
The
country race was run last
Friday. While individual
results are not available yet,
team standings are in. Beta
Sig nudged past TKE by one
place to capture first.
Newman took third, while
KA and PiKA rounded out
the top five in fourth and
fifth places, respectively. To
show how much a sport can

ceptional
race
blazing
through the l~kiIometer
course in 31: 55 while placing
eighth out of 60 runners.
very
fine
perSome
formances were also turned
in by Campbell (33:04) and
Moore (33:06). Stock took
fourth place on the team in
33:24 followed by Berwick
(33:36), D. Lichtenwalner
(33:!)5) and Ray showed
signs of recovery from a
struggle with the cold
season, turning in a time of
35:16.
At Washington University
the UMR "B" team ran into
some tough competition but
managed to secure a tie for
lOth place among 22 other
teams.
Augustana
College,
Murray State and BelIarmine "A" team battled for
top honors with only a fourpoint separation between the
three teams. Augustana took
first with 58 points followed
closely by Murray State (61
points) and Bellarmine "A"
with 62 points.

Gary Ribbons of Murray
State battled with Roger
Doherty of Maryville College
for the individual honors.
Ribbons turned in a time of
24 : 32 followed by Doherty in
24: 38. It was an off day for
Doherty who, a week earlier,
had run 1: 13 faster.
Summarizing the past two
weeks of racing for the
Miners,
Coach
Dewey
Allgood stated, "I'm really
excited to see Jeff (Peterson) rimning like he is right
now. If he can keep it up,
he's going to have a sbot at
the nationals. Hopefully we

Football
and Jeff " Crazy Legs"
Krack rounded out the tough
D that kept the Wildcats in
the hole all day long.
Blg- game ~ming up for
the Miners this Saturday at
Warrensburg when they face
the
Mules
of
Central
Missouri State. It will be a

c1uding
three
Miners,
received awards for their
performance. In addition,
the team as a whole and Jan
individually won trophies for
their places in the meet.
Coach Preston and the team
were all very excited and
happy about their day.
This weekend there will be
no team competition, but
some individuals may race
against School of the Ozarks.
The runners are resting up
for the conference meet, Oct.
30, at Warrensburg.

from page16
can have everyone peak and

run their best times at the
conference meet. As a team
I think we're about on
schedule. We've got a "tuneup" duel with School of the
Ozarks next week and then
we'll /travel to Central Mo.
State for the conference and
national qualifying meet. "
Show the Miners your
appreciation for all their
hard work this season when
they face School of the
Ozarks in their last home
meet of the season Saturday.
Starting time Saturday will
be approximately 10 a.m.

from page 15
key game for the Miners to
win if they are to be MlAA
champions.
really
do
chance
to
something for and with the
Miners. Get out and road trip
it to Warrensburg this
weekend, it'll be a great
game.

see I.M.
page18
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Soccer : BAD CREDIT?
from page 15
TIlL NEXT TIME:
Tuesday, HOME vs Mo.
iouthern at 7 p.m.
Friday, Away vs. UMSL at
':30 p.m.
Saturday,
Away
vs.
~aryville at 1: 30 p. m.

,

Receive a MasterCard or Visa,
guaranteed, even if you have bad
credit, no credit, or have been
bankrupt. For Free Brochure Call
U.S. Credit Data, Toll Free
1-800-442-1531-Anytime.

---------~.~~~~~~~~~~~

i~I
•

ROME PIZZA

1806 N. Bishop RoUa

Open 7 Days 11 a.m.-2 a.m .

pjzza Pasta Salads and Gyros Sandwiches
,

eme nl
)!fiee.

L
~

age
I to apply
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Women ~ Cross country

Fa~

' N ow Available

.

50/0 SUNDAY BEER
& 6-Packs To Go

Carry Out Service- Free Delivery 364-0977
II!!!

,

-Mike attended the University of Missouri-Rolla with a
football scholarship, and graduated from the University of
Missouri-Columbia with a B.S. in Agriculture majoring in
Chemistry.
-Mike has 4 years experience in the Missouri Legislature;
he served on the House Education, Transportation and
Agriculture Committees.
-Mike will work to insure that the University of
Missouri-Rolla is properly funded, and will support the
student loan program.

Pa

Thursday, Oct.21 1
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International

Intramural Update
By NANCY REITER
On the intramural scene,
most of the racquet sports
finals are in and football is
winding down. On the field,
RHA is out in front at this
time, but there is a chance
they could end up in a tie
before the week ( and
regular competition) is over.
Unless there is a tie, there
will be no championship
game. The team rankings
after
the
round-robin
competition is over will
determine the final places.
In racquetball singles
Maria DeCastro . of RHA
came out on top with KD's
Kathy Zluhan in second and
Cari Vitale at third.
'The
doubles
bracket
showed Independents Carol
Plag and Sue Lakinger in the

championship position with
Karen Kohl and Leslie
Sonnabend in the No. 2 slot
for Chi O. the Wesley team of
Liz 'Thuet and Chris Morlan
took third place honors.
'The first place in doubles
Julie
tennis
went
to
Tomasino and Laura Eaton

Soccer League

from TJHA. DeCastro and
Jane Bolkerrilan captured
second for RHA . while ZTA's
Jeannine Lee and Sara
Mathews go~ third.
1M NOTES : Zeta's football
team was named Team of
the Week. See volleyball
next week.

I.M.

from page17

change from one year to the
next, last year's top two
teams were nowhere to be
seen. RHA, last year's
winner, was not entered,
while Sig Pi dropped from
second last year to 22nd this
year.
1M Notes : Sig Nu's football team was named Teamof-the-Week,
and
Greg
Raymer of Kappa Sig was

named Athlete-of-the-Week
at the intramural manager's
meeting two weeks ago.
Also, volleyball and soccer
start next Wednesday, so get
out and support your team.

St. Pat's Gym will be open
for free play on Tuesday and
'Thursday nights from 6-9,
starting next Tuesday.

around the miaa
MIAA FOOl'BALL

MlAASOCCER

NON-CONF.

UMR
NEMS
Central
Lincoln
Northwest
Southwest

CONFERENCE
WLT
WLT
610
200
5 1 0
2 o 0
4 2 0
1 1 0
1 4 1
0 1 1
1 5
0 2 1
2 4
0 1 0

NON-CONF.
UMSL
UMR
SE M S
NEMS

CONFERENCE
WLT
WLT
812
300
8 4 2
000
56001 0
4 7202 0

SUbmitted by ISC
'The International Students
Club Soccer League completed its second week of
eliminations last Saturday.
Teams still undefeated are
Peru from Group 1 and
Greece and Iran from Group
2. Last Saturday saw Peru
over the Asian Students 4-0,
Turkey beating Malaysia 62, Greece edged South
America 3-2 and Iran over
the Arab students 8-0.
Final

eliminations

who officiated over the
games.
Linesmen
are
needed for this week's play,
and anyone interested (and
qualified) should contact
Jeff Joseph at 341-2529 as
soon as possible.

Foot

Current standings are:

~and

GROUP 1

DlviS

Malaysia
Asian students
Turkey
Peru

Ip.m.Games
Malaysia-Peru
Arabs-South America

Sig

GROUP 2

,EaSt

Arab students
Greece
• IgJe
Asian stUdents-Turkey
Iran
t
Greece-Iran
• I
get ....
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _South
_ _America
_ _ _ _ _ _.....

under way at 1 p.m . this
Saturday, Oct. 23, when two
teams from each group will
be eliminated.

2 p.m. Games

Sig

FOREIGN STUDENTS-Immigration problems or questions? Immigration lawyer.
Reasonable rates.
Howard Eisberg, (816) 221-5007,
in Kansas City.

..............--....--......--....
Many thanks to the
referees and all the linesmen

~~

2 Games to be Given Away
~urlng October

High Score
for the Month from:
-Donkey Kong Jr.
-Moon Patrol

\
-j'-C-I-I-O-...31
O

1107 Pine
14 Steps
Down
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Z

Cool

~;m'ort

7
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Divisio

s:

LJnl,lt

FOOl'BALL sco~
UMR 61, Culver Stockton 0
Northeast Missouri 23. Central Missouri 20
Northwest Missouri 28, Lincoln 28
Southeast Missouri 20, Northern I owa 17
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• DON'T FORGIT .RI-RIGISTRATION
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FRESHMEN
MS-10
MS-20
8 Sections 16 Sections

SOPHOMORES~
MS:.40
15 Sections

You 're ready' For the biggest and
the best that tife has to oHer. And for
the college ring that will speak volumes about you-and you r achievements-for years to come.
What's more- you can afford it'
Because now. lor a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
co llection of 14K gold college rings
and save $25. Come and see th e
exquisitely crafted styles-from the

c tassic to the co nt empo ra ry. And
choose the ring and custom options
that most eloq uently express you .
Now is your time to get what you
deserve. And remember-nothing
etse leels tike reat gotd.

October 21-22 9:30-4:00 Univ. Center East Lobby
Order before price increase November 1stl
DepOSit ReqUired. MasterCa rd or Visa Accepted.

c 1982 ArlCarved Class Rings anc

--~--------~-------------------------------------------------------~

•
rsday, Oct. 21,1982

~en's

Flag

UMR Students!

GO

Football

standings are:
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Standings

Gl\()lJpl

Ad effective thru Saturday Night,

"""",23.1982

a

~ts

Division I
League I

9

WL
7 1

aSig
Nu
A·East

7 1
7 1
5 3

mgJe

4 4
3 5

E

:A
A
ta·Sig

7

7
7

;ley
League II

For the Best of Everything

In~luding

the Cost Cutter Price!

Serve 'n' Save
Wieners

WL
~

_ _ _ iKap

Way

-

'TIbdaChi
ppaSig
Ep
:h
Pi
Tau

1
5 1
5 1

5 2
3 4
2 5
1 6

o

7

Division II
League I

MOUNTAIN DEW DIET OR

WL

~_.mpus

ppa Alpha Psi
Pi

5
5
4
4

~

3 3

H
U
3cia

2 4
1 5
1 6

wman

I

ReQular .
PepsI Cola

1
1
2
3

7 0

6 1
5 2

8$

HA
IS

3 4
3 4

16·0t.

WL

eta XI
:maChi Mu
Kappa Phi

2 5
1 6
·1 6

THE
NDEPENDENT
BODY SHOP
Collision Repair
Painting
' AutoGlass
We t ••ture the

-

~r_nothing
t.

~D@
I RINGS INC

24 Hour

Wrecker
Servic;:e

PHONE
364-3133
Hwy. 63 N. Rolla . MO

12·01.

Cans

(6 PACK)

Pkg:

Just for You

FRESH FRIED

$ 89

8.CI

The Best
of the Fresh

PLUS
DEPOSIT

Busch Be~r

69e;
59
$1
39e;

(BEEF BOLO . SALAMI , PICKlE ... I·lB. PKG . S1.79)

8t's.

~'-Z--LI-NE-R

BOdy and frilme alignment system

:I~GNA "".",,:.::.
HOT DOG OR
SANDWICH BUNS • • ••

::HIEF.~

Iporary. And
lorn opllOns
fess
you.
)1
I yOU
el wha

8·01
Pkg:

COST CUTTER BRAND

'hi A
Ita Tau
II

League II

COST CUTTER BRAND '
FISH STICKS • • • • • • ••

GLAZED
DONUTS
DOZEN

FRESH FRIED
CINNAMON

SWIRL
DONUTS

ANY FLAVOR

WHOLE

CHEESE
BALL

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

LB.

$411

DOZEN

SI81 Sill $341
V~cmJe}t

flw

EACH

J(~e't

99~

CALIFORNIA

FRESH
CAULIFLOWER. • • • • ••

5
20

GtvuleK

Large
Head

u.s. FANCY
JONATHAN
APPLES. • • • • • • • •

Lb.
Bag

u.s. NO . 1
WHITE .
POTATOES • ••

Bag

Lb

~--~----------.~--------------------------------------------------------~
..[
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WAI:MART

Highway 63 S. Open 9 a.m .-9 p.m.

Prices Good Thru Sat., Oct . 23, 1982

Ladies' Country Craft
Sweaters
-Asso rted sty les

Men's Winter Jacket

-5, M, l

-Assorted colors and styles
-Select group only

19.96
Dickie Flannel Snap·Up
Western Shirts

Ladies' Faihion Slacks

-Asso rted colors

-Assorted colors
-Junior sizes 5-6 thru 15-16
-Misses' sizes 8- 18

-5, M, l , Xl

7.97

freed

Uoyd's AM I FM Electronic
Digital Clock Radio

wirebound
notebook

-W ith battery back-up protection

Granada 100 % Polyester
Blanket
-Fits f ull or t wi n

·72x90

WAI:MART

4.17 21.97

Five Subiect Notebook

-W ide rule or narrow rule
-By Mead

WAl-MART 'S A DVERTISED MERCHA NDISE POLI C Y -It IS our IntentIOn 10 have every advertISed Ilem In stOCk However II due to any unloreseen reason. an
advertISed Item IS not available tor purchase , Waf-Mart will ISSue a Rain Check on request, lor the merchandise to be purchased al the sale pnce whenever
avaIlable , or Will sell you a Similar Ilem al a comparable reductIOn In pnce We reserve the nghllo hmlt Quanl lhes
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